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SUMMARY 
'!he main objectives of a marine geological/geophysical cruise in 
the northel:n Barents Sea in July and August 1987, were: Shallow 
geological objectives related to bedrock geology, unlithified sediment 
d.istribution, glacial histo:ry, shallow gas and poc:J.anarks, iceberg 
ploughing and late Holocene/recent glacianarine sedimentation. The 
cruise was d.ivided in two seperate legs. Leg I carried a high 
frequency acoustic, single channel profiling equipæ.nt package, 
consisting of small air guns, sparkers, l:x:>aærs, 3.5 kHz PDR, side 
scan sonar and multi-beam echo sounder. Main study areas were the 
souther:n flank of Spi tsbergenbanken east and northeast of Bjørnøya and 
the northel:n part of Bjømøyrenna, including the Olga Basin 
(structu:ral tenn). Additional std.ies were carried out in Isfjorden, 
Kan.gsfjorden and Krossfjorden, on the western coast of Spitsbergen. 
Total production during Leg I was 4500 :km of 3.5 kHz profiles, 3900 :km 
of air gun/sparker profiles and 2300 :km of side scan sonar profiles. 
This data set provided the necessa:ry background for selecting si tes 
for geological sanpling during Leg II. Main sanpling equipæ.nt used 
during this part was a 3. 5 m vibrocorer, 3 and 6 m gravi ty corers and 
a O. 5 x O. 5 x O. 5 m box corer. Addi tionally, bottan photographs were 
taken at 100st si tes. A total of 144 si tes were sanpled during Leg II. 
Weather candi tions were excellent during 100st of the cruise, and the 
total production of both legs exceeded what was plarmed. 
Preliminary interpretations of the field data confirm the thin 
(generally < 10 m) of unlithified sed.ilænts above the sedimenta:ry 
bedrock in the northem Barents Sea. The excisting grid of seismic 
lines was supplaænted and, in particular, there is now a hetter data 
base for correlating the deep, exploration sei smie resul ts wi th the 
shallow, subcropping geology. Several potential si tes for light-
weight, shallow bedrock drilling were identified, and probable in-si tu 
sandstane was sanpled at three sites. Extensive vibrocoring of asSl.1l'æd 
Late Weicselian till provided clast material of 100re local origin than 
what has previously been studied, in particular fran the Olga Basin. 
'Itle vibrocorer recovered overconsolidated d.iamicton underlying 
nonnal.ly consolidated glacianarine sediments. Enphasis will be placed 
on obtaining datable material at the top and base of the glacianarine 
sequence to bracket the deglaciation of the Barents Sea. Locally 
thicker sediment accumulations on Spi tsbergenbanken and Storbanken 
were mapped and sanpled. On Spi tsbergenbanken the survey was tied to 
shallow stratigraphic drillings fran 1985. 
Side scan profiling gave gocxl records of various roorphological 
features. Pockmarks and iceberg plough marks are widespread in the 
Barents Sea. An area of large sea floor depressions, incised 20-30 m 
into the bedrock, was encotmtered in the southem part of the study 
area. Large areas of the northem Bjørnøyrenna bad a parallel pattem 
of lineations, interpreted to be fl ute marks fran the base of a 
grounded ice sheet. 
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OBJOCTIVES 
The marine geological and geophysical cruise wi th R/V Lance in the 
central, northern Barents Sea, 1987, cx:nsisted of two legs. During Leg 
I, high resolutian acoustic profiling was carried out, tfirlle the 
program during Leg II was sediment saDllling at selected si tes, based 
on Leg I resul ts. 'lhe main study areas \'Nei:e a) the southeastern flank 
of Spitsbergenbanken and b) the northern part of Bjørnøyrenna, 
including parts of Storbanken and Sentralbanken (Fig. l) • 'lhe 
following objectives \'Nei:e adressed: 
- Origin, distributian, stratigraphy, li thology and geotechnical 
properties of the unli thified ( Quaternary) sediments. 
- Glacial history of the northern Barents Sea. 
- Structure, lithology and stratigraphy of the upper (0-300 m) 
bedrock in the northern Barents Sea, with main enphasise an the 
northerly and westerly extentian of the Olga Basin (Fig. 1). 
'Ihis also i.ncludes localizatian of potential si tes for shallow 
stratigraphic drillings. 
- Organic geochemical differences in the Quaternary sediments, 
related to bedrock boundaries ( "geochemical sniffing"), in 
particular across the boundaries of the Olga Basin. 
- Distributian of pockmæ:ks and shallow gas in the northern Barents 
Sea. 
Nature and distributian of of iceberg ploughing in the northern 
Barents Sea. 
In addi tian to the main Barents Sea program, the cruise also included 
three short (1-2 days) programs in Isfjorden, Kcngsfjorden and 
Krossfjorden an the west and northwest coast of Spitsbergen. Here the 
following objectives \'Nei:e adressed: 
- Weichselian glacial history of the west coast of SValbard. 
- Recent and late Holocene sedimentatian outside tidewater glaciers 
in Krossfjorden, northwest Spitsbergen. 
BACl<GROUND 
Bedrock geology 
Due to the generally thin (<10m) CXJVer of unlithified sediments in 
the northern Barents Sea, valuable infonnatian an the bedrock can be 
obtained frau shallow seismic data canbined wi th surface saDllles and 
shallow drilling. Recently published maps of the shallow bedrock 
geology have shown a carplex subcrop pattern of Triassic and Late 
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Jurassic - Early Cretaoeous roc:ks in the central nort:hel:n Barents Sea 
( Elver:hØi et al. 1988) • However, shallow data coverage fran the Olga 
Basin, the cnl.y area within this region with an assuæd thick Late 
Jurassic - Early Cretaoeous sequenoe, is very limited.. 'lberefore, it 
was CXXlSidered inportant to fill this data gap and tie the shallow 
stratigraphy and structure to the adjacent areas. 
Previous sparlæ:r data have generally bad too poor penetratian to be 
tied directly to the deep seismic data. By applying a sanewhat 
stranger source than the traditionally used l kJ sparlæ:r (e.g. a small 
air gtm), new single channel seismic data could provide valuable 
support to the deep data, which 100stly are of poor resolutian in the 
top few lu.mdered millisecands. In addi tian, shallow refraction 
neasurements ( sanobuoys) tNOU.l.d aid in defining subcrop li thology. 
Furtherioore, essentially all age detenninations and li thologic 
analyses of bedrock material in the nort:hel:n Barents Sea have been 
performed an clasts dredged fran the Late Weichselian glacianarine 
sediments ( wi th the exceptian of four in-si tu shallow rock cores an 
Storbanken, off Abeleya and south of Kvi tØya). Core penetratian into 
the underlying till (ElverhØi & Solheim 1983a) utilizing a heavy duty 
vibrocorer, tNOU.l.d 100st li.kely gi ve IOOre locally deri ved clast 
material, and as such give hetter basis for mapping and dating the 
subcropping bedrock an a regional scale. 
'!be thin cover of unli thified sed.ilænts which is characteristic 
for the nort:hel:n Barents Sea, gives the region a great potential for 
shallow stratigraphic drillings. '!hese may be dane ei ther wi th a 
drill-ship, or wi th a small drill rig that can be placed on the sea 
floor ( "B. I. o. drill") or equivalent ( ElverhØi & Solheim 1983b) • A 
grid of well navigated., high resolutian seismic lines tNOU.l.d also 
provide inportant data for defining sui table locations for future 
drilling. 
Unli thified sediments and glacial histor:y in the Barents Sea. 
Although several lines of evidence strangly point towards a Late 
Weichselian Barents Sea ice sheet (ElverhØi & Solheim 1983a, Vorren & 
Kristoffersen 1986, Solheim et al. in press. ) , the max.inun extent and 
exact timing for deglaciatian are still tmknown. To address these 
questions, a hetter understanding of the deglaciatian in the bank 
areas is cansidered inportant. A detailed Jmowledge an the glacial 
histocy is essential for understanding the present distributian of 
glacigenic sediments and their sedimentological and geotechnical 
characteristics. 
Previous sanpling programs have mainly recovered the upper, usually 
< 3m, soft glacianarine sediments, while the underlying, stiff, 
pebbly lllJd has not been sufficiently sanpled by the gravi ty coxers 
used. '!be stiff sediments have been interpreted. to represent the Late 
Weichselian basal till, or a glacianarine sequence overrun and 
cæpacted by the Late Weichselian ice sheet. By extensi ve use of a 
heavy duty vibrocorer we hoped to be able to get through the 
glacianarine cover and well into the till, thereby to be able to date 
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anset of glacianari.ne sedimentation. Mdi tionally, good vibrooores 
would be used for a geotechni.cal characterization of the stiff, pebbly 
nud as well as of the soft cover. 
Loca.l accmulations of glacigenic sediments ocx::ur in the nart:hel:n 
Barents Sea, either as morai.ne ridges or as (ice praximal) 
glacianari.ne sediment lenses (Kristoffersen et al 1983, Solheim et al. 
1988) . A hetter knowledge of the distributiCD and character of 
these accmulations is considered inportant for interp:reting the 
glacial hi.story of the Barents Sea. .Approximately 50 m 
overcalSOlidated, pebbly nu:l have been drilled by the Continental 
Shelf and Petrolam Technology Research Institute A/S ( IKU) on a local 
accurrulation northeast of Bjørnøya (Fig.1). A roore detailed program 
of seismic lines and vibrocori.ng was designed to obtain a hetter 
control of the areal extent of this feature, and to relate 
the aooustic character to the drill core informatia1. 
Furthenoore, sani -regional lines oonnec:ting this accurrulatial 
on the shallow Spitsbergenbanken with the deep trough of Bjømøyrenna 
would cross an assuæd past ice margin, ei ther representing 
the Late Weichselian maxinun extent, or, more liJæly a stage during 
deglaciation. 
Iceberg ploughing, pockmarlæ and shallow gas. 
Previous side scan sonar surveys in a few, widely spaced locations 
in the nart:hel:n Barents Sea have shown extensive iceberg ploughing. 
( ElverllØi & Solheim 1983b, Solheim et al. 1988) • '!be character and 
frequency dstributian of these features may be inportant for 
understanding the deglaciatian hi.stocy. Mdi tionally, plough marks 
pose a problem for offshore engineering work, and their size and 
distributian are inportant to know also for this reascn. 
Pockmæ:ks have been reported fran two regions in the Northe:m 
Barents Sea, southeast of Hopen and in Erik Eriksenstretet (Solheim & 
ElverllØi 1985, Solheim in prep.) 'lbey are expected to ~lave a nuch 
wider distributian, however, but the lack of side scan coverage in the 
area has prevented detection of larger pockmaJ:k fields. 
Shallow gas presents a major hazard to offshore drilling 
operatians. Seismic ananalies indicating shallow gas have been 
reported fran several regions of the northern Barents Sea, both in the 
unlithified sediments and in the upper sedimentacy bedrock (Solheim & 
Larssan 1987). H<Mever, the density of the existi.ng seismic grid is 
largely variable, and the data quality partly poor. Hence, more high 
resolution data are needed for mappi.ng of shallow gas indications. 
'Itle continuous use of all an board aooustic systems would provide 
valuable new infonna.tian an all these features. 
Isfjorden and KC?ngsfjorden. 
Recent years' glacial geological studi.es aloog the west coast of 
Svalbard have shown the Late Weichselian ice margin to extend alloost 
to the present-day coastli.ne ( Landvik et al. 1987) • '!hese studies 
have, however, been localized onshore, and the marine cantirruaticn of 
the ice margin has not been investigated. 'lhe 1987 cruise therefore 
included a seismic survey of parts of Isfjorden and Kongsfjorden, to 
identify si tes wi th a CXXldensed Late Quaternary sed.:i.Iæntæ:y sequence, 
for subsequent sanpling by 6 m gravi ty corer. A main goal of this wm:k 
was to identify the li thofacies of the fjord sed.:i.Iænts and, in 
particular, to obtain da.table material for a chrooological 
recanstruction of the Late Weichselian ice recessicn. 'lhe wm:k is a 
part of the ongoing studies of the Late Weichselian Svalbard/Barents 
Sea ice sheet, and is carried out jointly with the University of 
Bergen and Institute for Arctic and Alpine Research ( INSTAAR), 
Boulder, Colorado. 
Krossfjorden. 
'!be Svalbard area offers good opportuni ties to study interacticns 
between different glacier regilæs and the marine envi.ra•uent, and as 
such presents an excellent laboratory for the study of processes 
representative for past glaciaticns. Previous studies have been 
carried out off the Austfama ice cap, Norda.ustlandet, in apen marine 
envira:uent (Solheim & Ffirman 1985, Solheim 1986, Solheim in prep.) 
and in fjord envira11uents m the west coast of Spitsbergen (ElverllØi 
. et al. 1983). A cooperative project between NP and the University 
College of wales, Aberystwyth, is a cantirruatim of these studies. '!be 
project a.ims towards a better understanding of recent and latest 
Holooene processes of glacier - marine interacticns in Krossfjorden, 
NW Spitsbergen. In addi tien to high resolution acoustic profiling and 
gravity coring, these studies also involve water sanpling and 
glaciological investigaticns. 
CRUISE PARI'ICIPANTS 
Leg l. 
Naræ: 
Anders Solheim 
Øyvind Fimlekåsa 
Dag Helliksen 
Alf Nilsen 
'1banas Martinsen 
lUla Nyland Berg 
Frank R. Larssen 
Leg 2. 
Naræ: 
Anders ElverllØi 
Martin Hamborg 
Øyvind Finnekåsa 
Bernt Egeland 
Positicn: 
Clti.ef scientist 
Oamputer/navigation 
Geologist 
Techn.i.cian 
Techn.i.cian 
Assistant 
Assitant 
Positicn: 
Clti.ef scientist 
Geologist 
Oamputer/navigaticn 
Geologist 
Institution: 
NPRI 
NPRI 
NPD 
UiO 
UiO 
UiO/NPRI 
UiO 
Insti tuticn: 
NPRI 
IKU 
NPRI 
NPD 
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Øistein How Teclmician 
'1hcmas Martinsen Teclmician 
Bengt Bjarne Larsen Assistant 
David Poole Assistant 
Ellinor Nesse Assistant 
Lars Russwunn Assistant 
Per Ivar Steinsund Assistant 
Tor Kristian Danielsen Assistant 
Jcn Inge Svendsen Geologist (*) 
Julian A. J:Ja.æswell Geologist (**) 
David Sextcn Geologist (**) 
NPRI - Norwegian Polar Research Institute 
NPD - Norwegian Petroleun Directorate 
II<U 
UiO 
NPRI 
UiT 
UiT 
UiO/NPRI 
UiT 
UiT 
UiB 
'OCW 
'OCW 
II<U - Continental Shelf and Petroleun research Institute A/S 
UiO - university of Oslo 
UiT - unioversi ty of TrcmsØ 
UiB - university of Bergen 
'OCW - university College of Wales, Abecystwyth 
( *) - Participaticn en! y in Isfjorden. 
( **) - Participaticn en! y in Krossfjorden and Kongsfjorden. 
ORGANIZING, FUNDING AND CXX>PERATIVE INSTI'IUTIOOS 
'1be Norwegian Polar Research Institute (NPRI) planned and organized 
the cruise in cooperaticn wi th the Norwegian Petrolam Directorate 
(NPD) • '1be cruise was organized in two legs. '1be geophysical leg 
(leg I) started in Longyearbyen, Svalbard 21/7 and ended in Hanmerfest 
12/8, while the geological sampling part (leg II) departed fran 
Hanmerfest 12/8 and ended in Longyearbyen 26/8. Scientists, 
technicians, assistants and ship · s c:rew rotated in Hanmerfest. 
NPRI carried the main expenses of the cruise, including the vessel, 
while NPD provided funding for equipnent renta! and assistants. 
Addi tianal support came fran the university of Oslo (U. i O. ) ( ooe 
technician) and the Office of Naval Research (ONR) (sonobuoys). '1be 
Continental Shelf and Petroleun Teclmology Research Institute A/S 
(II<U) carried the expenses for two days ship tine spent en the 
southeast slope of Spi tsbergenbanken. Assistants came fran the 
uni versi ties of TransØ and Oslo and fran NPRI. 
'Itle cruise was carried out in cooperaticn wi th various 
instituticns. The cooperative instituticns, the programs and areas of 
main interest are briefly outlined below: 
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Coc?perative insti tutians 
Institution 
NPD 
IKlJ 
UiO 
UiB 
UiT 
VESSEL 
Prograntæ 
ShallON bedrock geology l 
Geochani.cal survey 
Geotechnical investigatiansl 
Sea floor condi tians 
Glacial geology l 
ShallON bedrock geology 
Glacial history 
Glacial history 
Recent and late Holocene 
glacianarine sedimentation 
Distributioo. of 
foraminifers 
Area 
Central, northern 
Barents Sea 
Fast of Bjørnøya 
Central, northern 
Barents Sea 
Isfjorden 
Kangsfjorden 
Krossfjorden 
Central, northern 
Barents Sea 
MIS Lance is owned by the Hydrographic Smvey of Norway (NSKV), and 
is used. by NPRI two 10011ths every Sl.mller. '!be ship is 200 ft lang and 
ice-strengthened. Two crew shifts, each 15 persons, operate the ship. 
During Leg I, Captain Jan Jansen and his crew were on boa.rd, while 
Captain Jan Olsen and his crew took over during the port call in 
Hanmerfest between the two legs. '!be cooperation between the 
scientific persannell and the ship' s crew was excellent and was a main 
factar in the suc:cess of the cruise. 
On boa.rd scientific facilities include two wet labs, a chemistry 
lab, an electranics lab, map-roan and office spa.c:e. Geophysical data 
reoarding facilities are situated in the aft part of the bridge, with 
a view to the aft deck. '!be ship is equipped wi th various navigati<Xlal 
equi.pænt, including Magnawox satelli te (Transi t system) 
receiver integrated wi th Onega, GPS Navstar, Loran C and Deoca. 
On boa.rd geophysical profiling equipnent includes echo sounders, 
nul ti -beam echo sounder, hull IIDUilted sonar, deep-towed side scan 
sooar and 3. 5 kHz echo sounder. Most of this equipnent was used. during 
the cruise, and will be further discussed belON, as will also the 
ship' s c:æputer system, a VAX 111730. 
'!be vessel is not equipped wi th dynamic posi tioning system, but 
by means of fore and aft thrusters, it is possible to keep the 
posi tion during station work reasonably well in favourable weather 
candi tians. 
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NAVIGATION AND SHIPBOARD CXI1Pl1I'ER SYSTEM 
The main c:arputer-equipnent alboard is based an a VAX 730 wi th 500 
Mb disc capa.city and two 1600/6250 tapedrives, tenninals, printers and 
ane HP 7580 plotter. During the cruise two :ræ-carpa.tible persooa1 
c:arputers, (Toshiba '1'3100) were added for word processing and database 
work.. 
Because shipboard navigatian did not meet the required acx::uracy of 
at 100st 100 m, a cc::J1Plete system was hired fran O. Øverland A/S, 
Molde. The system CXXlSisted of three main c::atpa'lE!Ilts; MAGW\VOX MX4400 
GPS, INI'ERNAV LC408 LORAN-C and ane rubidiun oscillator. In additian a 
RACAL colour-screen fran Kongsberg Navigatian was camected to the 
system. 
Due to the oarbinatian of GPS, LORAN-C and extemal oscillator, it 
is possible to navigate an two satteli tes, tluJs expanding the periode 
of GPS operatian. Furthermore the oscillator sinulates a master 
statian in the LORAN-C chain. 'Ibis is essential in the northern areas 
where the system has poor coverage. The LORAN-C system was used during 
the periode where no satelli tes were available, and the posi tians were 
updated fran the MAGW\VOX near the end of each activ GPS-periode. 
GPS and LORAN were cannected to the ship navigation- and steering 
system through the VAX-c:arputer. The software, developed by NSKV, 
gives the posibility to log data fran each navigatian system, and 
choose the best system for navigatian input to the DATABRIDGE-
autopilot. 
en July 25. the power unit of the system disc an the VAX-c:arputer 
failed. The result was breakdown of the logging and navigatian 
facili ties. Logging of GPS/LORAN data was then dane an the two PCs 
during the rest of the leg. The auto-pilot was reset to the TRANSIT 
navigatian system. MarUJal correctian was dane by means of the 
displayed GPS-data. 
During rest of the cruise, the required accuracy proved difficult to 
keep. The reasan for this is probably a oarbinatian of the following: 
- The difference between observed positians in GPS and LORAN systems 
is called "accuracy", i.e. GPS-positians is evaluated to be correct. 
'Ibis is strictly spoken not correct since this demands ideal 
cx:mdi. tians wi th respect to the m.wber and individual distanoe between 
the satelli tes. 
- The updating of posi tions an the LORAN-C tenninal ha.d to be dane 
marrually, and was difficult as the ship was rooving at a speed of 5 to 
10 knots. 'Ibis means that the drift in LORAN-positians given in tables 
2 & 3 will deviate fran the result in a fixed positian. 
- Olosing growd- or skywave an LORAN-C signals may influent an the 
resul t. 'Ibis depends an the light caldi tions, and may therefore be 
roore significant during Leg II than during Leg I. 
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- By IæanS of a program <D the VAX-carputer (ALER!'), it is possible to 
find the best constellati<D of the satelli tes in the GPS-system. As 
mentiooed the carputer was down during 100st of the first leg, and this 
resul ted in noo.-optimal satelli te canbinati<DS. 
Table l. 
Diffe:rerlCes between GPS and LORAN-C posi ticns. 
Neg. latitude when LORAN posi tion south of GPS. 
Neg. langi tude when LORAN posi tion west of GPS. 
-----------------------------~~g_! _______________________________ _ 
Date 
Lat 
min. 
2307 
2307 
2407 
2407 
2507 
2607 
2607 
2707 
2707 
2807 
2807 
2907 
2907 
3007 
3007 
3107 
3107 
0108 
0108 
0208 
0208 
0308 
0308 
0408 
0408 
0508 
0508 
0608 
0708 
0808 
0808 
0908 
0908 
Time 
m l 
1200 
2005 
1050 
2240 
0834 
0800 
2040 
0900 
2110 
1100 
2030 
0935 
2030 
0830 
2250 
0850 
2000 
0900 
2245 
0750 
2250 
0810 
2050 
0915 
2235 
0730 
1930 
0850 
2330 
0900 
2205 
0900 
2145 
Latitude 
75 40 
75 19 
75 17 
75 11 
75 12 
74 20 
74 34 
74 21 
74 51 
75 23 
75 03 
76 45 
76 16 
75 36 
76 27 
77 03 
76 22 
76 14 
77 04 
76 50 
76 46 
77 02 
77 50 
78 33 
78 40 
78 10 
77 06 
75 57 
74 22 
74 14 
75 19 
74 33 
74 05 
Difference 
Long 
min. m ) 
0.01 20) 
0.07 ( 130) 
-0.04 (- 70) 
0.04 70) 
-0.02 (- 40) 
0.03 50) 
-0.10 (-180) 
0.01 20) 
-0.06 (-110) 
-0.10 (-180) 
-0.10 (-180) 
-0.05 (- 90) 
0.02 40) 
-0.26 (-480) 
-0.13 (-240) 
-0.26 (-480) 
0.05 
0.00 
-0.05 
92) 
o) 
90) 
-0.10 (-180) 
0.02 
0.08 
40) 
150) 
-0.28 (-520) 
-0.01 (- 20) 
-0.10 (-180) 
0.03 50) 
-0.16 (-300) 
0.25 ( 460) 
0.09 
0.01 
-0.10 
0.03 
0.00 
170) 
20) 
180) 
50) 
o) 
Longitude 
15 27 
24 08 
23 48 
25 11 
26 02 
23 03 
22 52 
23 57 
27 24 
29 10 
30 36 
28 32 
31 09 
32 05 
30 47 
28 42 
31 51 
33 50 
29 18 
31 10 
34 37 
32 44 
29 17 
25 57 
28 10 
31 31 
30 59 
31 04 
24 30 
25 28 
26 27 
26 29 
25 42 
Difference 
0.05 20) 
-0.02 (- 10) 
-0.53 (-250) 
-0.35 (-170) 
0.20 90) 
0.30 ( 150) 
-0.11 (- 50) 
-0.34 (-170) 
0.05 
0.08 
0.50 
20) 
40) 
240) 
-0.32 (-130) 
-0.25 (-110) 
l. 04 
0.03 
480) 
10) 
-0.40 (-170) 
-0.15 (- 60) 
-0.35 (-150) 
0.45 
0.10 
190) 
40) 
-0.30 (-130) 
0.02 10) 
-0.11 (- 40) 
-0.70 (-260) 
-0.25 (- 90) 
0.19 72) 
-1.20 (-500) 
0.31 ( 140) 
-0.47 (-230) 
-0.10 (- 50) 
0.03 10) 
-0.68 (-340) 
-0.43 (-220) 
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Table l contd. 
----------------------------~~g_!! _________________________________ 
Date Time Latitude Difference Longitude Difference 
Lat Long 
min. m ) min. m ) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
1308 1155 73 31 -0.02 (- 40) 25 02 0.10 50) 
1308 2245 74 07 0.02 40) 25 29 0.02 10) 
1408 0700 74 08 -0.08 ( -150) 22 59 1.20 610) 
1408 1955 74 35 -0.16 ( -300) 22 59 0.14 70) 
1508 0715 74 36 -0.02 (- 40) 23 00 -0.79 ( -390) 
1508 2040 75 17 -0.04 (- 70) 25 25 -0.20 (- 90) 
1608 2245 75 06 0.00 o) 26 25 0.09 40) 
1708 0815 76 23 0.00 o) 30 09 -0.42 (-180) 
1708 1905 76 28 0.09 170) 30 41 0.07 30) 
1808 0730 76 26 -0.01 20) 28 41 -0.10 (- 40) 
1808 1940 76 06 0.12 220) 32 37 -0.49 (-310) 
2008 0930 76 26 -0.04 (- 70) 32 21 -0.15 (- 60) 
2008 1825 76 32 -0.06 (-110) 32 49 -0.33 (-140) 
2108 0725 76 56 -0.01 (- 20) 33 43 -0.23 (- 90) 
2408 2105 79 12 -0.06 ( -110) 11 45 0.76 ( 260) 
2508 0645 79 12 0.18 ( 330) 12 07 -1.45 (-500) 
Total No. of obs: 49 
Mean difference in latitude 35 m 
Mean difference in longitude: 47 m 
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GEXlPHYSICAL mJ!PMENI' AND PROCEDURES 
Seismi.c sources: 
Bolt Mod. 600B air guns, wi th chambers 10, 20, 30 ( wi th wave shape ki t) & 
44 cu.inch. 
Air was supplied by two Bauer electrical coopressors. 
E.G. & G. sparlær system wi th 3-electrode and nul ti -tip ( 144) arrays. 
Hartley HML Sparker system wi th 9-electrode array. 
O.R.E. Geopulse boaærs, lOOlmted in both surface towed catamaran and 
sub-towed vehicle. 
Seismi.c recording: 
Benthos Mod. 25/50P single charme! seismi.c streamer, wi th a 
7. 5 m active section wi th 50 elements. 
O.R.E. Mod.5110 streamer. 
Teledyne Expl. Mod. 28420 6CB 2 trace streamer. 
EPC graphic recorders, Mods. 4800, 3200S and 3200. 
Kralm-Hite Band pass filter 
O.R.E. Geopulse Mod.5210A receiver with '1VG and band pass filter. 
TSS Mod. 307B '1VG anplifier. 
Tandberg Mods .115 and TD20A analogue tape recorders. 
O.R.E. 3.5 kHz echo sounder, luJ.l.l lOOlmted, with Mod.l40 tranceiver and 
analogue recording on a EPC Mod. 3200S graphic recorder. 
Klein Mod. 531T side scan sonar wi th 50 kHz transducers and analogue, 
slant-range corrected recording. 
Simrad Mod. EMl.OO nulti-beam echo sounder. 
Sooobuoys, Militacy type, IOOd. AN/SSQ 57, with recording time set to 
l hour and hydrophooe depth 60 feet. 
Teletron Ind. Mod. WARX3B, 24 charme! salObuoy receiver. 
Various parts of the instrunent package were kindly lent to us fran 
A/S Geoteam, UiO, UiB, UiT and the Norwegian Defense Research 
Establisbnent (FFI) • Other parts were rented ccmnercially. 
Different air gtm chambers were tried, at different tow 
depths. However, the 30 cu.inc:h chamber equipped with wave shape 
kit, was found to give the best results, in particular in terms of 
eliminating the bubble pulse. After the initial trials, this 
chamber was used throughout the cruise. It was towed suspended in a 
floatation buoy, at a tow depth of approximately 0.8 - 1.0 m, and 
at a distance of 20 m behind the vessel. Air pressure was kept at 100 
- 120 kg/an2. 
'Itle 9-electrode sparlær was used during all sparlær operatioos. 
Energy varied fran l. O to 4. 5 kJ. In IOOSt of the profiles 3. 6 or 4. 5 
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kJ was used. '1he array was towed approxi.nBtely 20m behind the vessel. 
'1he Benthos s1:realler was used throughout the cruise. Tow depth were 
in the order of 1-2 m and distance behind the ship 60 m. '1he O.R.E 
s1::rearær was ooly used during trials with the Geopulse boaner (see 
under "General m111191lts to field operatialS") • 
Sooobuoys were mainly shot wi th the air gun, al though sane were 
also used wi th sparlær as the source. No reversed profiles were shot. 
GEX>LOGIC'AL SAMPLIOO EUITPMENT AND ClNBOARD PROCEIXJRES 
Gravi ty ex>rer, mainly used wi th 3. O m x O .11 m barrel, ~le 6. O m x 
O .11 m barrel was used in very soft sediments. 
Vibro ex>rer, 3. O m x O. 09 m barrel. 
Bax oarer, 0.5 m x 0.5 m x 0.5 m barrel. 
Pistan oarer, 6.0 m x 0.063 m barrel. 
Bottan camera system, Benthos Mod. 371 l 381 camera and flash. 
'1he core liners were z:utinely cut in ane ræter sectialS and 
li thology and Munsell color described for DDst of the sectian E!llds. A 
hand held vane was used for undrained shear strength (Su) ræasurements 
in sectian E!llds. '1he box oarer provided excellent, undisturbed 
sectialS of the upper O. 5 m of the sea floor sediments. '1he box cores 
were therefore described in great detail as well as {ilotographed. 
Scmples for later analyses were taken with 0.11 m core liners pushed 
carefully into the box cores ( two pr. core) • Furt:he:nrDre, h1lk 
sanples fran each 10 an intezval of the box cores were taken out and 
bagged for later processing for 14 C datable material. Cores used for 
organic geochemist:r:y analyses ( "geochemical sniffing") were split and 
processed wi thin 15 minutes after recovery, and then stored frozen at 
-85 °C. 
'!he 3.5 kHz PDR was :run cant.i.m.Josly during Leg II, and the Simrad 
nul ti beam echo sounder was used for detailed surveys in sane selected 
areas. 
'!he universities of 'l'ransØ and Bergen kindly provided the box oorer 
and pistan oarer, respectively. '!he vibro oarer was rented fran ll<U. 
FIELD OPERATIOOS 
Leg I. 
Date: 
21/7 
1\ctivity: 
Scientific crew arrives Longyearbyen. Finish equipænt 
Irobilization. Depart Longyearbyen at 15.00, testing of 
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Geopulse boaær and nultielectrode spæ:ker in Adventfjorden. 
Start line 1-87 in Isfjorden wi th 9-electrode spæ:ker and PDR, 
while testing other equipnent. Weathe:r: calm sea, cloudy. 
22/7 Finish Isfjorden lines , while still testing the boaner, which 
has signal strength probla:ns. Heding south at 12.30. Putting 
archaeologist party ashore in Honlsund 19.00. Departure and 
equipnent tests 21.00. Weather: Streng breeze, cloudy. 
23/7 02.30-18.00: Sailing towards Spitsbergenbanken. 18.00-24.00 
searching far lost ins1:rl.Jænt roooring, wi th side scan scmar 
and dredge. Weathe:r: Good, sane swell. 
24/7 00.00-10.45: Conti.nue equipnent tests. Shooting lines 101-87, 
102-87 and 103-87 with side scan sonar, PDR and air 
gun/spæ:ker. Sane probla:ns wi th EPC recorder. Weather: Fair, 
calm sea. 
25/7 Lines 104 87, 105-87 and 106-87, wi th same equipnent. Sooobuoy 
test, and shooting of sanobuoys l and 2. C1anged air gun shot 
interval fran 2-4 sees. due to mtpressar probla:ns. VAX 11/730 
went down at 14.56. Testing of surface towed Geopulse boaner. 
Weathe:r: Fair, calm sea. 
26/7 Lines 107-87, D87-182 and D87-180B. Surface towed boaner in 
use, but with rathe:r poor results. Sane probla:ns with the air 
gun, used anly 9-electrode spæ:ker after 05.00. Sooobuoy 2 
shot. Sparker maintenance perfonæd. Weathe:r: Fair, calm sea. 
27/7 Lines D87-180C,D, 251, 252, 254, 255, 257, 258, 281, 300, 
201-87 and start 202-87. Boaær stopped 14.30. Cllanged fran 
spæ:ker to airgun at 23.00. Weathe:r: Fair, wind increasing 
fran calm to strang ~Nesterly breeze. 
28/7 Lines 202-87and 203-87. Observed depressions in the sea floor, 
and carried out a detailed survey including side scan scnar, 
lines 202-Xl-XB. First observaticn of heavy sea ioe. 
Weathe:r: Fair, calm sea. 
29/7 Lines 203-87 and 204-87, S<XlObuoys 3 and 4. Sane zig-zagging 
and cut of the NW part of line 204-87 due to ioe. Air gun 
maintenance after collisicn wi th ioe. Sane probla:ns wi th EPC 
recorder. Weathe:r: Fair, but rathe:r heavy swell fran SE. 
30/7 Lines 204-87 and 205-87, PDR and air gun/spæ:ker. Side scan 
scnar in line 205-87. Sonobuoys 5 & 6. Data quali ty satBtllat 
rednced due to rough sea. Weather: Rough sea, heavy swell, but 
decreasing during the day. 
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31/7 Lines 205 and 206-87. Side scan SCDar, PDR and air gun. Side 
scan retrieved 07.30 because of ice. Salobuoys 7, 8, 9, 10 & 
11. New tests of Geopulse sub tow boaner and nu1 tielectrode 
sparker. Still very weak signal. Weather: Cloudy, calm sea. 
1/8 Lines 206-87 and 207-87. Side scan SCDar, PDR, air gun. 
Sa1obuoy 12. Sane testing of nu1 ti -electrode sparker and 
sub-t:of...led Geopulse boaner, but wi th poor resul ts. '!he running 
systems gi ve good data. Weather: Cloudy, sane fog, calm sea. 
2/8 Lines 207-87, 208-87, 209-87, Side scan SCDar, PDR and 
sparker. Sooobuoys 13 & 14. Sane sparker problems. Weather: 
Cloudy, wi.nd increasing to fresh breeze fran SE. 
3/8 209-87 and 210-87, side scan SCDar, PDR, sparker and air gun. 
Sooobuoys 15, 16, 17 and 18. Side scan SCDar retrieved 14.35 
due to ice. Final testing of Geopulse boaner and 
nu1 ti-electrode sparker c:xnfi.nns ei ther severe system e:rors 
or that these 1..U'lits are highly inadequate for the purposes of 
the cruise. Sane cæpressor problems. Sane heavy ice, and the 
end of line 209-87 and start of 210-87 is approxima.tely 5 
n.miles NE of planned. lines. Weather: Fair, calm sea. 
4/8 Lines 210-87, 212A-87 and 2128-87, PDR, air gun. Sa1obuoy 19. 
Good air gun data, PDR shows little penetraticn. Sane ice 
problems cause frequent course changes. Rivalensundet 
(Fig. l a ) was closed by ice, so line 212A is the north end 
end of line 212 and line 2128 is the rest of the line, fran 
Kalg Karls Land and southeastwards. Weather: Cloudy, calm sea. 
5/8 Lines 212B-87 and 213-87. Steaming 4 hours between 212B and 
213-87. Side scan SCDar, PDR, air gun. Sooobuoys 20, 21, 22 
and 23. Weather: Fair, calm sea. 
6/8 Lines 213-87 and 2028-87 (ccntinuation of 202-87 
northeastwards towards Storbanken), side scan SCDar, PDR, air 
gun and sparker. Sooobuoys 24, 25, 26 and 26. End line 2028-87 
21.30 and steaming t<Mards Spitsbergenbanken. Weather: Fair, 
calm sea. 
7/8 Start profiling at 14.35, shooting lines 108-87 and 109-87, 
side scan SCDar, PDR and air gun. Sa1obuoy 28. Weather: Fair, 
calm sea. 
8/8 Lines 109-87 and 110-87, side scan sonar, PDR and air gun. 
Side scan sonar retrieved at 03.00 because of too deep water. 
Sparse PDR penetration, IIDSt likely due to geological reasoos. 
Weather: Fair, calm sea. 
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9/8 Lines 111-87 and 112-87, side scan sonar, PDR, air gtm and 
sparker. Recorded outgoi.ng signals fran PDR, 9-electrode 
sparker and air gtm. Wea:ther: Fair, calm sea. 
10/8 Lines 112-87 and 113-87, PDR, air gtm. Sooobuoy 29. Calplete 
profiling program. Steaming towards Hanmerfest. Wea.ther: 
cloudy, calm sea. 
11/8 A:rriving Hanmerfest 02.00. Unloading and start repai:r of VAX 
carputer. 
12/8 Crew change, c:a1t. VAX repai:r, darob. profiling equipænt and 
roob. of coring equipænt. 
Leg Il. 
Date: Activity: 
12/8 Crew change and mobilizatian, Hanmerfest. Repair of VAX-
carputer an the vessel. Departure Hanmerfest. 
13/8 Transit Hanmerfest - study area south off Hopen. Wea.ther: 
Strang breeze, cloudy. 
13/8 A:rrival study area at 14.00, sanpling at statian l and 2. 
Pistal cxn:er released during lowering. Statian: 1-2. 
Wea.ther: stralg breeze, cloudy. 
14/8 Start work east of BjØD'lØya. at 03.00, gravity ex>rer, box 
ex>rer, vibrocorer and bottan came:ra. Statian: 3-14. Wea.ther: 
2-3 m wave height, breeze, cloudy. 
15/8 Cantinue work east of Bjø:rnøya with full sanpling prog:ranme. 
Vibrocorer cable was repai:red. Start sanpling prog:ranme an 
RDraine :ridge south of Hopen. Statian: 15-25. Wea.ther: 
Breeze, cloudy. 
16/8 Transi t to locatian wi th "deep surface dep:ressians", iimer 
part of Bjørnøyrenna. Divi.ng to roobilize the nultibeam echo 
sounder system. Sanpling and nultibeam survey. Statian: 
26-34. Wea.ther: Breeze, sunny. 
17/8 Start sanpling progranme in the Storbanken area. Wea.ther: 
breeze and cloudy. Start of intensive sanpling progranme for 
hyd:rocarl:xxl analyses, "sniffing". Mainly use of gravity cxn:er. 
Statian: 35-60. Weather: b:reeze, cloudy. 
18/8 Sampling, mainly by vibrocorer, in the westem part of the 
study area south of Storbanken. Intensive sanpling for hydro-
carboo. analyses, "sniffing". Station: 61-79. Weather: Breeze. 
19/8 Ccx>.tinue sarrpling for ''hydrocarbon sniffing'' and general 
sanpling prograiiiÆ! in the eastern part of the study area. 
Navigation out of order for 6 hours. Station: 80-94. Weather: 
br:eeze. 
20/8 Start sanpling prograiiiÆ! on the southem slope of Storbanken. 
Frequent use of vibrocorer. Station: 95-106. Weather: br:eeze. 
21/8 Sanpling in the areas west of Storbanken. Frequent use of 
vibrocorer. Station: 107-116. Weather: breeze. 
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22/8 Sanpling between Storbanken and Koog Karls Land. Station: 
117-122. 20.00 start on transit to the west coast of Svalbard/ 
Ny-ÅleSl.Uld. Weather: fair, saæ sea ioe at Kong Karls Land. 
23/8 Transit to Ny-ÅleSl.Uld. Sane sea ioe north of Svalbard. Fair 
weather. 
24/8 Arrival Koogsfjorden 4.00. Seisn:i.c surveying, sparker and side 
scan sooar fran the outer part of the fjord to Ny-ÅleSl.D'ld. 
Arrival Ny-Ålesund 14.00. Pick-up of J. Dowdeswell/Sexton 
fran Uli.versity College of Wales, Aberystwyth. Departure Ny-
ÅleSl.D'ld 18.00. Start seisn:i.c and sarrpling prograiiiÆ! in Kross-
fjorden. Station: 123-125. Weather: fair. 
25/8 Ccx>.tirrue seisn:i.c and sanpling prograiiiÆ! in Krossfjorden and 
outer part of Koogsfjorden. Station: 126-136. Transit to 
Isfjord Radio for pick-up of Jon Inge Svendsen, University of 
Bergen. Start sanpling prograrrme in outer part of Isfjorden. 
Station: 137-140. Weather: fair. 
26/8 Ccxltinue sanpling prograiiiÆ! in Isfjorden, ending at 06.00. 
Arrival Langyea.rbyen 8. 00. De!oobilization and departure for 
scientific crew by air at 17 .00. End of cruise. 
GENERAL CXM1ENI'S TO THE FIELD OPERATIONS. 
Weather l ioe condi tions and equipænt pe:rformance. 
Leg I. 
'Ibe weather cood.i tiCDS were exoeptialally good throughout the 
cruise. With the exception of a 1-2 days during the first week, the 
sea state was generally calm, and we bad several days with absolutely 
flat sea. During the 23 days of the cruise, there was never need to 
close down operations because of weather reasans. 
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1987 was in general a bad ioe-year, wi th the pack ioe extending 
unusually far to the south. Ioe maps p:roduæd imnediately befare the 
c:nrl.se, showed relatively dense ioe ( >5/10) in roost of the main study 
area. However, this situatian iirproved rapidly, due to a period of 
southerly winds. As can be seen fran the naviga.tian plot (Fig.l), sane 
lines have been zig-zagged because of ioe. FurtheJ:nure a few of the 
lines bad to be cut sane kilaneters in the nartweste:m end, but 
altogether the ioe caused little deviatian fran the originally planned 
program. Erik Eriksenstredet was essentially covered with ioe, so a 
short line northeastwards tcMards Nordaustlandet (line 211-87) bad 
to be left out. Rivalenstredet was also closed, and this is the 
reasan for the lines around SvenskØya. 'Ihe side scan sa1ar was not 
used in icy waters because of the danger of getting the cable 
hoaked up in heavy ioe floes. 
~t of the profiling equipænt perfonæd well, with the exceptian 
of the nulti-tip sparker array and the O.R.E. Geopulse boaær source. 
Nei ther of these two proved adequate. Whether these problems were 
caused by technical problems or the physical envirar:xuent under which 
they were operated (ship noise, hard sea floor, deep water etc.) is 
uncertain. Several tests were made during the first half of the 
c:nrl.se, but as the resul.ts were generally poor, we decided to stop the 
tests and ooocentrate an optimizing the other systems. '!he carbinatian 
of air gun/sparker, 3. 5 kHz PDR and side scan sooar proved to be 
highly adequate to meet the c:nrl.se objectives, and it is doubtful 
wether nm:e coud be achieved wi th the boaær and nul ti -ti p sparker 
operatiooal. 
'Itle two Bauer COOl;)reSsors bad slightly too small capaci ty for 
maintaining the desired shot interval of 2 s for nm:e then a few 
hours. 'lberefore a shot interval of 4 s was used IOOSt of the tine, but 
wi th 2 s in particlar areas of interest, and during sanobuoy 
recarding. 
Air gun maintenanoe was carried out approximately 1-2 tines per day 
(mainly change of 0-rings and springs) • As anly a single gun was 
towed, the sparker was deployed during these periods to avoid breaks 
in the reoord. Saæ lines were shot anly wi th sparker. 'lb.is occurred 
mainly in the begi.nning of the c:nrl.se, during a period of sane 
technical problems, and during operatians in sea ioe. '!he air gun 
system is nm:e vulnerable to even small pieoes of ioe then the sparker 
array. 
'!he side scan sa1ar was retrieved whenever there was ioe in the 
area. Furt:henoore, due to limitatians in cable length, the deepest 
parts of sane of the lines (deepe:r than approximately 400 m) do not 
have side scan coverage. 
'!he Simrad nul ti beam echo sounder was used in lines 101-87 -
106-87 (Fig .l). 'lb.is system is, however dependant upan the shipboard 
VAX c::c.nputer, and as this system went down due to hardware problems an 
the 25 of July, the nulti beam echo sounder was not used for the rest 
of Leg I. Due to the open transducer well in the ship' s hull, extra 
care bad to be taken during operatians in sea ioe. 
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A general problem with M/S Lance is that it creates relatively 
severe acoustic noise. 'Ibis is largely rem'ICE!d by reducing the 
speed of the main engine fran 600 r.p.m. to 500 r.p.m •• 'Ibis was dale 
al 100st of the lines, thanks to oooperative spirit fran the 
ship' s engineers. During part of the line ~ts between main lines, 
the seismic equipnent and side scan sooar tNere hauled in, and the ship 
was cruising with full speed for 2-4 hours. 
Leg Il. 
In general the weather <::XXldi. tians tNere characterized by breeze and 
calm sea, and, except for the first day, the sanpling progranme was 
not influenced by stroo.g winds/high seas. '!he sea ice which caused 
probl€115 during leg I bad disappeared, and mly during the transit 
fran the Barents Sea to the west coast of Svalbard the speed of the 
vessel was rem'ICE!d due to sea ice. 
'Jhe sucoess of the sanpling progranme was st:rmgly depeodent al 
efficiency at the navigatien system and the possibili ties to locate 
the statians identified fran the seismic data obtained during leg I. 
1\ddi.tiooally to the navigatien, the 3.5kHz echo-samder was used to 
identify the proposed locations. In general, the accuracy of the 
navigatien was wi thin 100 m, and especially in periods wi th GPS 
qe:-ating, the planned sites tNere easily localized. For sane of the 
locatians, the sanple target was within a plough mark, and for such 
detailed work, the thrusters of the ship are too weak to keep the boat 
en posi tien in stroo.g currents and wind. '!hese condi tians caused 
serious probl€115 for the very detailed sanpling during the progranme 
east of BjØl:nØya. 'Jhe lack of dynamic positicning represents a serious 
problem for the use of IANCE to sanple well defined targets. However, 
for regiooal and less detailed objectives the capacity of IANCE is 
sufficient. 
'Ihe 3-m gravity oorer was used routinely at each locatien and, for 
roost of the investigated areas in the Barents Sea, the 3m barrel is 
lcmg enough to penetrate the soft Holocene and late Weichselian 
glacianarine sediments. In soft sed:iments, particularly in 
Kalgsfjorden and Isfjorden, the 6 m barrel was used, provid.ing 4-5 m 
lcmg sanples. '!he pisten oorer was used ml y ooce, and due to the 
relatively high ccntent of coarse material it was decided not to use 
the system further. 
'Jhe vibro oorer was used for extensive sanpling of overcansolidated 
till deposits. '!he system worlæd exc:ellently and was mly out of 
functien ooce, when it bad been used at water depth above 400 m and 
the power cable broke. 'Jhe penetratien varied, and in very sticky 
sed:iments, the core catcher was not stroo.g enough to keep the sanples 
in the liner during pull-out. At three sites probably in situ porous 
and poorly ccnsolidated sandstoo.es tNere sanpled. 
'!he box-oorer provided excellent sanples of the upper half meter 
below sea floor, and also in relatively gravelly d.i.amictien, sanples 
tNere obtained. '!he system was easy to qe:-ate and the surface as well 
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as the vertical sectien exposed when realising the corer, was very 
well preserved and apparently undisturbed. 
'!he sea floar caræra was routinely used, and except for minor 
trouble the systan worked satisfactory. 
Field program relative to the plarmed program. 
Leg I. 
cnl.y minor deviaticns fran the originally planned p:rograrn were 
neoessary, and the total productien (Fig. l, Tables 2 & 3) was 1arger 
than expected. 'Ibis resul ts mainly fran the favourable weather, 
as 4 days were set off for bad weather and tecnical problems. In the 
case of the latter, these caused li ttle delay in the program as we 
were able to profile wi th the operatialal. equipænt as repair and 
maintenanoe were cæ:ried out en other systems. 
'!he Isfjorden lines were run according to the program, with the 
exceptien of use of the Geopulse boaner, ~ch was CXXlSidered 
particularly inportant in this area. lfa.æver, the 3.5kHz PDR records, 
carbined wi th the sparker, oovered the entire uncxxlSOlidated sectien 
down to the bedrcx::k, and gave e resolutien in the upper part that 
was adequate for planning of gravi ty core staticns. Two proposed 
lines in the Bellsund area were skipped. 
After speOO..ing approximately 6 hours en dredging for a lost current 
meter rooaring en Spi tsbergenbanken, the program en the southwestel:n 
slope of Spi tsbergenbanken was cæ:ried out. Saæwhat m:>re time was 
spent here than originally planned. Lines 101-87 - 107-87 covers a 
local sed.ilænt acctmJl.atien, previously ma.pped by Solheim and 
Kristoffersen (1984), and adjacent areas. Lines 103 and 106 cross in 
the posi tien of a shallow drilling (55 m, si te 0-85) cæ:ried out by 
IKU in 1985. Line 106-87 circles and cross the drill si te twice. Line 
107-87 ties the region of the local acctmJl.atien to the bank slope 
east of BjøY:nØya. '!he grid of lines run in this area fill in previous 
profiles run by IKU, and provided the background for picking three 
ooring locaticns at different depths down the slope. Line 007-300 ties 
this area to another shallow drill si te (si te N-85) • All together 
approxi.mately 3.5 days were spent in this area. A m:>re regialal. grid 
of N-S lines down the slope were, however, CXXlSidered desireable if 
time permi. tted at the end of the cruise. 
Lines 201 and 202-87 tie the southwester:n study area to the main 
area in the northem part of Bjøznøyrenna. In line 202-87, 6 extra 
hours were spent en a detailed investigation of a small area of 
depressicns in the sea floar. 
Lines 203 - 213-87 and 2028-87 cover the main study area. '!hese 
are essentially as plarmed, except for the northwestel:n part, tNhere 
heavy ice made it necessary to deviate fran straight oourses, and to 
skip the proposed line 211-87 in Erik Eriksenstredet. All the other 
lines were run progressively northwards, and ending with lines 213 and 
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Table 2. Productioo., Leg I - 1987 
Line no. Date 3.5 kHz PDR Sparlær/Airg. Side Sean Salob. 
no. 
ti.Jæ km ti.Jæ km time km 
1-87 21/7 1730 2340 122 1800 2340 113 
2-87 21-22/7 2340 0027 11 2340 0027 11 
3-87 22/7 00270333 55 00270333 55 
4-87 22/7 0333 0410 11 0333 0410 11 
5-87 22/7 0410 0740 64 0410 0710 64 
101-87 24/7 0840 1148 39 0850 1146 38 0840 1146 38 
102-87 24/7 1148 1520 38 1146 1519 38 1258 1518 25 
103-87 24/7 1530 2001 56 1530 2002 56 1530 2002 56 
104-87 24-25/7 2012 0205 74 2012 0200 73 2012 0207 74 
105-87 25/7 0238 0553 46 0230 0553 47 0238 0553 46 
106-87 25/7 0639 2014 94 0639 2014 94 0707 1548 60 1-2 
107-87 25-26/7 2145 0314 52 2016 0432 78 
108-87 07/8 1230 1523 23 1235 1523 23 1230 1523 23 28 
109-87 07-08/8 1526 0414 120 1526 0414 120 1526 0308 110 
110-87 08/8 0640 2035 140 0640 2034 140 1111 2035 100 
1108-87 08/8 2050 2337 27 
111-87 08-09/8 2337 1624 140 2337 1624 140 2335 1618 140 
112-87 09-10/8 1925 0415 80 1925 0415 80 0310 0408 9 29 
113-87 10/8 0430 0835 47 0430 0835 47 0435 0705 21 
201-87 27/7 1508 1840 42 1448 1840 44 
202-87 27-28/7 1843 1847 210 18451845 210 2230 0835 73 
202B-87 06/8 0830 2128 43 0830 2128 150 0830 2128 150 25-27 
203-87 28-29/7 1859 0600 120 1859 0600 120 2000 2330 42 
203B-87 29/7 0620 0842 32 0620 0842 32 
204-87 29-30/7 1000 0824 210 1000 0825 210 3-4 
204B-87 30/7 0826 1033 15 0845 1033 15 
205-87 30-31/7 1034 0651 200 1033 0651 210 1040 0530 200 5-7 
205B-87 31/7 0653 0921 16 
206-87 31/7-1/8 0921 0457 220 0921 0457 220 1045 0457 200 10-11 
206B-87 01/8 0459 0655 33 
207-87 01/8 06592338 190 06582300 180 1150 2340 130 12 
207B-87 01-02/8 2355 0054 13 
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Table 2. Productioo, leg I - 1987, coo.t. 
Line no. Date 3.5 kHz PDR Sparlær/Airg. Side Sean Sonob. 
no. 
t.ilæ km t.ilæ km t.ilæ km 
208-87 02/8 0054 1903 200 0057 1903 200 0052 1825 190 13-14 
209-87 03/8 0225 1838 180 0225 1858 190 0225 1158 110 15-17 
210-87 03-04/8 1850 1225 220 1858 1300 230 18-19 
210B-87 04/8 1233 1300 6 
212A-87 04/8 1300 1357 120 
2128-87 04-05/8 1920 1201 230 1920 1201 230 2000 1200 210 20-22 
213-87 05-06/8 1610 0822 180 1610 0822 180 1545 0830 180 23-24 
T.ransit 
208-209 02-03/8 1904 0224 55 
Transit 
212A-2128 04/8 1357 1920 100 
T.ransit 
2128-213 05/8 1202 1609 80 
T.ransit 
2028-108 06-07/8 2128 1225 300 
D87-180A 26/7 1117 1136 3 1117 1136 3 
D87-180B 26/7 1318 1443 14 1318 1443 14 1318 1444 14 
D87-180C 26/7 1720 2056 35 1720 2056 35 1720 2056 35 
D87-180D 27/7 0023 0036 2 0023 0036 2 
D87-181 27/7 0201 0548 37 0201 0548 37 0201 0246 7 
D87-182 26/7 0503 1033 48 0503 1033 48 0503 0919 37 
D87-250 26/7 1035 1116 5 1035 1116 5 
D87-251 26/7 1152 1222 5 1152 1222 5 
D87-252 26/7 1231 1259 5 1231 1259 5 
D87-254 26/7 1500 1530 5 1500 1530 5 1500 1526 5 
D87-255 26/7 1553 1635 5 1553 1635 5 
D87-257 26/7 2245 2319 5 2245 2319 5 2245 2319 5 
D87-258 26-27/7 2332 0003 5 2332 0003 5 
D87-300 27/7 0616 1416 73 0616 1416 73 
Total km: 4501 3896 2290 
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Tab1e 3. Salobuoys, Leg I - 1987 
No. Date Time Line Lat. ( 0 N) Len. (0 E) 
l 25/7 0900 - 0950 106-87 75 12.4.8 26 05.25 
2 25/7 1610 - 1645 106-87 75 10.35 24 43.11 
3 29/7 1204 - 1310 204-87 76 39.38 29 07 .4.8 
4 29/7 2015 - 2055 204-87 76 17.46 31 05.05 
5 30/7 1052 - 1125 205-87 75 45.31 3426.60 
6 30/7 1719 - 1835 205-87 76 07.09 32 32.55 
7 31/7 0102 - 0208 205-87 7634.50 30 07.90 
lO 31/7 194.8 - 2000 206-87 76 23.14 31 46.24 
11 31/7 2100 - 2200 206-87 76 19.35 32 07.75 
12 1/8 0925 - 1005 207-87 76 16.50 3343.13 
13 2/8 0422 - 0445 208-87 77 03.28 30 02.61 
14 2/8 0610 - 0659 208-87 76 57.37 30 36.85 
15 3/8 0226 - 0252 209-87 76 44.10 34 29.40 
16 3/8 0412 - 0500 209-87 76 49.95 33 57.95 
17 3/8 1655 - 1735 209-87 77 35.18 30 19.10 
18 3/8 2040 - 2132 210-87 77 49.53 29 20.80 
19 4/8 1136 - 1223 210-87 78 47.54 25 27.72 
20 4-5/8 2354 - 0045 21215-87 78 36.13 28 40.10 
21 5/8 0454 - 0501 212B-87 78 19.92 30 31.93 
22 5/8 0922 - 104.8 21211-87 78 04.14 32 15.35 
23 5/8 2145 - 2255 213-87 76 54.98 30 58.90 
24 6/8 0646 - 0713 213-87 76 04.85 31 00.35 
25 6/8 1243 - 1345 202B-87 76 16.07 31 52.29 
26 6/8 1748 - 1855 202B-87 76 40.92 32 58.23 
27 6/8 1901 - 1939 202B-87 76 47.21 33 15.93 
28 7/8 1414 - 1520 108-87 75 12.58 24 43.83 
29 9-10/8 2348 - 0035 112-87 74 10.12 25 02.35 
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2028-87. Due to :reasalS mentia:led above, 100st of the short line 
segnents between main lines do not have side scan or sparker/air gun 
coverage. '!be 3.5kHz PDR, howeve:r, was used OCXlt:imJosly, also while 
nmn.ing full speed ( 10-12 knots) • 9 days were used in this regial. 
After oæpletial of 2028-87, it was still time for more wmk in the 
regial east of Bjørnøya. Line 108-87 crosses IKl1 site 0-85 again, 
while lines 109 - 113-87 defines a more regiCXlal grid covering a zale 
of the slope fran Spitsbergenbanken down into the BjØI:nØyrenna 
trough. 'lhl.s last part of the cruise can be OCXlSidered as 
ext:ra lines, r:elative to the proposed program. Approximately 3 days 
were spent shooting these lines. 
Leg II. 
Due to the good weather canditions and no major failure al the 
navigatial system or al the sanpling equipænt, the 144 stations (123 
in the Ba:rents Sea) provide sufficient sanples for the main purpose of 
the cruise. '!be total IlUiiJer of sanples was higher than originally 
planned. 
Initially, the analytical programne al board was planned to include 
detailed descriptial of the cores and geotechnical index property 
analyses, such as t4ater cantent, grain size distributial and shear 
strength Iæa.SUrE!llents by fall-oooe. '!be IlUiiJer of assistants (and the 
budget! ) was howeve:r too leM to carry out the planned analytical 
programne • .Md.i.tiCXlally, more priority was given to increase the 
IlUiiJer of vi bro core sanples fran the overcansolidated till, as very 
few sanples ar:e ava.ilable fran this sediment type in the Barents Sea. 
PRELIMINARY RESJLTS 
Bedrock geology 
In general, the sediment cover above the bedrock rar:ely exceeds 10 
msec, (Fig. 2). Several apparent outcrops, as identified fran the 
seismic data, were found fran the vibrooorer to be oovered. by less 
than 0,5 m sed.i.nel.ts. At three locations, porous, proba.bly in situ 
sandstooe was sanpled. PreliminaJ:y dating of microfossils indicate an 
Early Cretaoeous age. '!be sites ar:e located at the flanks of the Olga 
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Basin (Fig. l), suggesting a relatively th.ick Early Cretaceous 
sequsx::e in th.is regien. Two of the sanples were obtained at the 
southem, and ooe at the northern flank of the basin, and a simi.lar 
li tholgy indicates that the same subcropping strata may have been 
dated. 
'!be main part of the sanples, fran app:roximately 90 statioo.s, were 
taken wi thin the Olga Basin, m.i.ch now has a good data base ( sanples 
and shallow seismic data) for interpretatien of the shallow bed:rock 
geology of th.is aea. A shallow bed:rock map in a scale of l: 500 000 
will be prepared., based en all avai.lable bedrock informatien fran this 
area. 
An addi tiooal. purpose of the progranme was to identify areas for 
futuJ:e shallow bed:rock drilling. '!be bed:rock is wi thin reach of a 
drill ship in all parts of the surveyed area. '!be thin sedimet cover 
also favours the use of an electric drill lowered to the sea floor 
(B.I.O. drill or equivalent). In the Olga Basin, t.oilere subcropping 
strata can be followed to several secoods depth by oæilining shallow 
and deep seismic data, the use of shallow techni.ques can provi.de 
valuable informatien also for deeper parts of the sed:imentary 
sequence. 
As the sooobuoy records are spread over the entire regien of the 
sm:vey, they should provide veloci ties of several different seismic 
sequsx::es wi thin the Mesozoic rcx::ks, despi te the limi ted penetratien 
(150-250 msec) of the air gun/sparlær system. 
Sediment distributien and glacial histar:y 
'!be vibrocorer gave, for the first time, the opportun.ity for 
extensive sanpling of the overcoo.solidated diamictoo. in the Barents 
Sea. In general two types of overconsolidated materials were obtained: 
l) very stiff and pebbly, with core length rarely exceeding 0.5 m, and 
2) slightly overcarpacted sed:iment with a sticky appearance. Type 2 
was the roost frequently sanpled sediment type. Preliminary 
geotedmical analyses shcM shear strength values of type 2 in the 
range of 30 - 60 kPa. 
'!hese slightly overcoo.solidated sediments were oored just at the 
sea floor, roost likely reflecting a fa:r:ner load.ing history. '!be 
extensive vibroooring, also at waterdepths dcNl to 400 m, sbowed these 
sed:iment to have a wide distributien. A possible origin of the over-
cæpactien is ice loading, hence reflecting that the entire northern 
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Barents Sea have been covered by ice in the Late Weichselian. 
Cæpared to p:revious shallow seiS111i.c surveys in the area, we were, 
far 1he first time, able to estimate the thiclmess of various 
unli thified sec:lilænt mi ts. 'Itle total thiclmess was identified fran 
the air gun and sparlær recards, while the boundæ:y between the over-
~ sec:lilænts and the overlying soft Holooene and Late 
Weichselian glacianarine deposits was ca:llrolly seen as a well defined 
reflectar en the 3. 5 kHz recards. 
Parti.cular attentioo. was given to local sec:lilænt accæulatialS, 
suggested to represent ice marginal features. Sediment sanpling wi th 
vibrocarer showed that these acam.ll.atialS CalSisted of sticky, over-
CalSOlidated deposi ts in their upper part. Good quali ty air gun 
recards were obtained over a local accæulatia1 northeast of Bjørnøya 
(Fig 3). 'Itle accæulatia1 was shown to mainly :run in a N-S directioo., 
and to be of a 100re local character than previously mapped ( Solheim & 
Kristoffersen 1984) • An internal reflector was identified at 
approximately 25 llL9eC (Fig. 3) and this reflector cæ:relates with a 
distinct li thological dlange at 23 m found in a drill core obtained by 
II<U in 1985. Fran the 3,5 kHz recards, a reflector is also seen at 5 
msec, suggested to correspood to the change in shear st:rength, fran 
the overlaying slightly overca:rpa.ted, sticky sed.ilænts to the 
underlying very stiff sediments. 
Local sec:lilænt aca:m.llatioos are also found a1 the outer part of 
Stal:banken. However, these features differ fran the aca:m.llatialS east 
of Bjørnøya in being: l) heavily/intensively ice ploughed and 2) 
acoustically transparent to the 3. 5 kHz acoustic signal. Accarding to 
the latter obsezvaticn the Stal:banken accæulatia1 is suggested to 
CalSist of relatively fine grained material, possibly reworlæd 
glacianarine sec:lilænts. 
A basic problem in interpretaticn of the glacial history of the 
Barents Sea is the lack of chrooostratigraphic tie points. An 
inportant aspect of the sanpling programne was to obtain datable 
material fran base and top of the Late Weichselian glacianarine 
sec:lilænts, and thereby date the a1set and tennina.ticn of the 
deglaciaticn event at the end of the Late Weichselian. Preliminary 
analyses of the box cores showed that minor in situ shells and also 
faraminifers were present in sufficient annmts far 14 c datings 
( acceleratar) • 'Itle overoc:llpacted sediments seem, however, to be 
JIDStly barren, and datable material have, so far, not been identified. 
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Fig.2. Seismic recard (30 cu.inch air gun), showing nearly outcropping 
secHmentary bedrock in the northem part of the study area. Far 
lcx:aticn, see Fig.la. 
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Fig .3. Seismic recard ( 30 cu • .inch air gun) over lcx:al acc::mulaticn 
of Quatemary sediments nartheast of Bjør:nøya. Far lcx:aticn, 
see Fig.la. 
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In the two main study areas in the Barents Sea, the 1987 field data 
oari:>ined wi th previous years data will be CC~~piled in maps of surfaoe 
sediment distributial and cæp>si tiCD in addi tiCD to isopach maps of 
unli thified sediment thickness. 'lhi.s is dooe as parts of master theses 
at UiO. 
In Isfjorden and Kongsfjorden, acoustically transparent sediment 
thickness increases in the outer part of the fjord. '!he topography 
also becanes sooother. However, coodensed Late Quaternary sedimentary 
sequences were suc:cessfully sanpled at local highs in the IOOUth of 
both fjords ( 4-5 xæters loog gravi ty oores). Prel:i.m:inacy analyses of 
these oores indi.cate oontinuously apen glacianarine/marine 
sedimentatiCD back to 13 - 15 ka. '!he oores were not able to penetrate 
the entire sequenc:e of soft sediments and the problem of defining the 
maxinun extensiCD of the Late Weichselian ice sheet en the west margin 
can not be finally sol ved fran these oores. 
Sea floor de!pressicns 
c:n line 202-87 (Fig. la), an area wi th a :rumber of large 
sea floor depressicns were encountered. '!he side scan scnar revea.led 
that these are closed, semi -circular featu:res (Fig. 4), as opposed to 
elcngate, channel-like features as first was suspected. 'lheir 
dimerlsicns vary, but they are in the order of 20-30 m deep and have 
cross sectiooal distances of 150 - 1500 m. 'Ihey usually have no 
elevated rims, and are incised in to the bedrock (Fig. 5) • Saæ of the 
depressicns show seismic indications of acoustically transparent 
sediment JOOUnds in the troughs. During Leg II a nul. tibeam echo sounder 
sm:vey was cæ:ried out over a part of this area, and Fig. 6 shows a 
three-dimerlsianal view of the surveyed area. Until roore data are 
collected, theories of the origin of these depressions remain 
speculative. 'Ihey are clearly to big to be classified as pockmarks in 
the tradi tiooal use of the term. However, the st:ructures may 
resarble gas craters found in other regiens, caused by explosive blow-
outs. (Bryant & Roemer 1983) • 
Other sea floor featu:res 
As side scan scnar hardly has been used in the northern Barents Sea 
up to now ( ElverhØi & Solheim 1983 a, Solheim et al. 1988), the good 
quali ty side scan records provided. Il1.lCh new infonnatial about the sea 
floor in this part of the Barents Sea. A main finding is that poanæ:ks 
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sw o 500m NE 
Fig. 4. Side scan scmograph showing CDe of the sea floor depressicns 
fOlmd in a small area in Bjørnøyrenna, southeast of Hopen. Far 
locatian, see Fig.la. 
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Fig. 5. Seismic recard ( 4. 5 kJ sparker) over two of the sea floor 
depressicns southeast of Hopen. Far locatian, see Fig.la. 
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Fig. 7. Side scan sax>graph fran northern Bjørnøyrenna, showing pattem 
of parallel lineatioos, interpreted to be fl ute marlæ fran the 
base of a grounded ioe sheet. Far lcx::aticn, see Fig .la. 
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sax>graph showing iceberg plough marlæ southwest of 
Far lcx::aticn, see Fig .la. 
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are widespread over the entire study area. '!he pockmarks are small and 
shallow, as also found by Solheim and Elverhøi ( 1985) in a small area 
SE of Hopen. 'Ibis may be a functien of the generally thin CXJVer of 
soft IIJ..1ds in the Barents Sea, as soft, cohesive DJ.Jds 100st likely 
are needed as a recordi.ng mediun. 
'!he side scan sonar also revealed a large area to the north, 
covered by several of the lines, that have lCXlg, straight, parallel 
lineaticns runn:ing mainly in a N-S directien (Fig. 7). In the 
:nort:hermDst part, they seem to have two directicns; NNW and NNE. '!he 
lineatios are cut at various angles by iceberg plough mæ:ks. '1hey have 
no or hardly any topographic relief wi thin the resolutien of the 
shipboard echo sounders. Coring during Leg II showed that this 
entire area has very little soft Ill..ld above a hard JOOraine. Hence, at 
this stage, we feel that the 100st likely explanatien for the parallel 
lineaticns is that they represent flute mæ:ks, scoured by the base of 
a grounded ice sheet in a finn basal JOOraine. As such, this pa.ttez:n 
represents a str:CXlg evidence for the existence of a grounded Late 
Weichselian Barents Sea ice sheet. 
Extensive iceberg ploughing, both relict and recent, is seen over 
large parts of the study area. An exanple of gouges after large, 
nul ti -keeled bergs is showed in Fig. 8. 
Glacianarine sedimentatien 
'!he p.rogranme en the west coast of Svalbard also included a study 
of nDdem glacianarine fjord sedimentatio in Krossfjorden. 'Ibis fjord 
:runs parallel to the general bedrock strike of the regien, and in 
ccntrast to the Ka:lgsfjorden, the Krossfjorden therefore provide good 
opportuni ty to study the primary glacianarine sediment carposi tien and 
distributien in a fjord setting, 100st likely without significant 
seocmdary reworldng. '!he sediment distributien fran close to the ice 
frcnt of LiljehØkbreen and further down-fjord is shown in Fig. 9. '!he 
"recent" maxinun extensien of the frcnt is seen at a well defined till 
ridge. '!he acoustic character changes gradually fjordwards, reflecting 
the 100re coarse grained proximal deposits, grading into the fine 
grained distal Ill..ld. Side scan sonar and 3, 5 kHz echoSOl.D'lder both 
showed few evidences of secondary reworldng, and slurp fea ture were 
cnly observed en the slope of the outer sill towards the southern end 
of the profile. '!be work in Krossfjorden is part of an oo.going 
p.rogranme of studies of IOOdenl glacianarine sedimentary processes in 
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this area. Previously, similar studies have been oonducted in the 
inner part of Koogsfjorden, and the work is pl.anned to ocmtinue wi th a 
narltaring progranme involving loog-tenn time series far achieving a 
hetter quantitative understanding of the various sedimentæ:y 
prooesses. 
N o l 
1430-1605 
4km 
l 
Fig. 9. Seismic record ( 4. 5 kJ sparker) fran Krossfjorden. ~ 
locaticn of Krossfjorden is seen in Fig.lb, and the profile is 
the line running into the nothwestem branch of the fjord. 
s 
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APPENDIX 
Leg II, staticn work. 
ve Vibrocorer 
GC Gravi tycorer 
BC Boxcorer 
PC Pistoocorer 
BP Bottan photograph 
41 
STATION NP87-l 
DATE 870813 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
15 40 
74 04.74 
25 30.42 
445 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve GC BC 
l 
COMMENTS: bioturbation through the whole core 
colour: SYR 4/1 
samples from the 10 lowest cm 
STATION NP87-2 
DATE 870813 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
22 15 
74 07.668 
25 29.218 
445 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l 
3.6 
1.1 
Top: olive green, sandy clayey silt 
BC 
Bottom: olive grey, gravelly clayey silt 
42 
PC BP 
l l 
PC BP 
STATION NP87-3 
DATE 870814 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
04 30 
74 09.00 
23 00.00 
395 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC BC PC 
l l 
2.1 
0.97 0.30 
Top: olive green, sandy silt with gravel and 
macrobenthos and bioturbation. 
Bottom: blue grey, sandy-gravelly silt with some 
stones and shell fragments. 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
04 58 
STATION NP87-4 
DATE 870814 
74 09.013 
22 59.989 
395 
43 
BP 
l 
ve GC BC PC BP 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES l l l 
PENETRATION (m) 2.0 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 0.44 0.40 
COMMENTS: 
Top: olive green sandy silt w/gravel and pebbles. 
Bottom: blue grey clayey silt, abundant gravels and 
pebbles. 
STATION NP87-5 
DATE 870814 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
06 45 
74 08.989 
22 59.612 
395 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC BC 
l 
2.30 
1.10 
Top: olive grey, gravelly sand w/pebbles. 
44 
PC BP 
Bottom: blue grey clayey silt, w/gravell and pebbles. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
STATION NP87-6 
DATE 870814 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
10 56 
74 09.35 
22 59.629 
400 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve 
l 
3.0 
2.93 
GC BC PC 
COMMENTS: Su lm: 0,9 kPa, 2m: 1.8 kPa, 3m: 4.8 kPa. 
BP 
Bottom: overconsolidated blue grey silty clay, abundant 
pebbles. 
STATION NP87-7 
DATE 870814 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
12 52 
74 16.588 
22 59.791 
243 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve 
45 
GC BC PC BP 
l l 
0.35 
COMMENTS: Su 0.2m: 0.5 kPa, 0.25m: 0.7 kPa, 0.35m: 1.8 kPa 
Top: olive grey sandy silt, abundant gravel and 
pebbles. 
Bottom: grey silty clay, abundant pebbles. 
STATION NP87-8 
DATE 870814 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
15 00 
74 16.493 
23 00.002 
245 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve 
l 
2.60 
1.60 
GC 
COMMENTS: Su O.lm: 0.4 kPa, l.Om: 6.2 kPa. 
Top: blue grey silty clay. 
BC PC 
Bottom: blue grey silty clay, abundant pebbles 
overconsolidated. 
BP 
STATION NP87-9 
DATE 870814 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
16 04 
74 16.72 
23 01.519 
245 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC BC 
l 
1.90 
0.90 
Top: olive grey sandy silt w/large pebbles. 
PC 
Bottom: olive grey, clayey silt abundant gravel 
46 
BP 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
STATION NP87-10 
DATE 870814 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
16 35 
74 16.492 
23 00.084 
235 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l 
3.10 
2.10 
BC PC 
Top: olive grey, clayey silt, abundant pebbles. 
BP 
Bottom: olive grey, clayey silt, abundant pebbles. 
STATION NP87-ll 
DATE 870814 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
17 00 
74 16.508 
22 59.562 
241 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l 
2.80 
1.68 
47 
BC PC BP 
Top: olive brown, clayey silt, abundant grave! and 
pebbles. 
Bottom: olive brown, sandy clayey silt, abundant 
pebbles. 
STATION NP87-12 
DATE 870814 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
17 40 
74 16.594 
22 59.955 
243 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l 
1.70 
1.03 
BC PC BP 
Top: dark olive brown, clayey silty sand w/gravel. 
Bottom: dark olive grey, sandy clayey silt, scattered 
pebbles. 
STATION NP87-13 
DATE 870814 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
19 55 
74 35.629 
23 00.018 
95 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
l 
1.60 
0.87 
GC 
48 
BC PC BP 
l l 
0.22 
BC: dark olive grey, silty sand w/pebbles, bioturbation. 
Su O.lm: <1.0 kPa 
ve: Top: dark grey, silty clay, scattered pebbles. 
Bottom: blue grey clayey silt, abundant pebbles, 
overconsolidated. Su 0.8m: >10 kPa. 
STATION NP87-14 
DATE 870814 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
23 20 
74 35.617 
22 59.474 
102 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve 
l 
3.00 
2.98 
GC BC PC BP 
l 
COMMENTS: Su O.lm: 1.9 kPa, l.Om: 3.0 kPa, 2.0m: 1.5 kPa 
Top: olive green, silty clay w/pebbles. 
Bottom: blue grey, clayey silt w/pebbles 
STATION NP87-15 
DATE 870815 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
00 05 
74 35.502 
22 59.468 
101 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
l 
2.95 
2.15 
GC BC PC 
Top: olive grey, silty clay, abundant pebbles. 
Bottom: blue grey, silty clay w/pebbles. 
STATION NP87-16 
DATE 870815 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
02 11 
74 35.579 
23 00.424 
107 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION {m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve 
l 
2.40 
1.40 
GC BC PC 
49 
BP 
l 
BP 
l 
COMMENTS: Su O.lm: 4.4 kPa, 0.8m: 3.4 kPa, 1.4m: 4.6 kPa 
Top: olive green, silty clay, abundant pebbles. 
Bottom: blue grey silty clay w/pebbles. 
STATION NP87-17 
DATE 870815 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
03 31 
74 35.838 
22 59.998 
106 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve 
l 
>2.73 
2.73 
GC 
COMMENTS: Su: O.lm: <l kPa, l.Om: 4.8 kPa. 
50 
BC PC BP 
l 
Top: olive brown, silty sand w/ grave! and pebbles 
Bottom: dark grey clay, overconsolidated. 
STATION NP87-18 
DATE 870815 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
04 50 
74 36.930 
23 00.528 
122 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
ve 
2 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 2.18 
3.00 
2.83 
GC BC PC BP 
l 
COMMENTS: Su l.Om: 3.5 kPa, 2.0m: 3.2 kPa, 2.8m: 6.2 kPa. 
Top: dark olive grey layer of grave! and pebbles. 
Bottom: Firm dark grey diamicton. 
STATION NP87-19 
DATE 870815 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
09 36 
74 54.351 
23 30.554 
141 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC BC PC 
l 
0.25 
Top: outwashed material, sand,gravel and pebbles 
bioturbation. 
51 
BP 
l 
Bottom: silty clay, scattered sandlenses and pebbles 
STATION NP87-20 
DATE 870815 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
12 46 
75 07.354 
24 43.944 
148 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l 
1.38 
1.35 
BC PC BP 
Top: olive grey silty clay, abundant pebbles, pyrite 
Bottom: grey silty clay, scattered pebbles 
STATION NP87-21 
DATE 870815 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
14 30 
75 12.37 
24 43.47 
110 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve 
l 
3.00 
3.00 
GC 
52 
BC PC BP 
COMMENTS: Su 0.5m: 2.6 kPa, l.Sm: 1.4 kPa, 2.5m: 3.0 kPa. 
Top: olive grey sandy silt macrobenthos. 
Bottom: blue grey silty clay, scattered pebbles. 
STATION NP87-22 
DATE 870815 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
15 28 
75 15.190 
24 43.782 
178 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
l 
1.14 
GC BC PC BP 
Top: olive grey, soft sandy silty clay w/gravel and 
pebbles. 
Bottom: dark grey, soft silty clay w/pebbles. 
STATION NP87-23 
DATE 870815 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
16 54 
75 17.078 
24 18.550 
140 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve 
l 
2.20 
1.37 
COMMENTS: Su 1.3m: 3.0 kPa 
GC 
53 
BC PC BP 
Top: olive grey, sandy clay w/gravel and pebbles. 
Bottom: dark grey, sandy clay w/pebbles. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
STATION NP87-24 
DATE 870815 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
18 30 
75 23.992 
24 44.100 
135 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: Su 2.2m: 3 kPa 
ve 
l 
3.00 
2.28 
GC BC PC 
Top: pebble layer with olive grey clayey sand. 
BP 
Bottom: dark grey semi-overconsolidated silty clay, 
abundant gravel and pebbles 
STATION NP87-25 
DATE 870815 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
20 26 
75 17.591 
25 25.884 
191 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
l 
3.05 
1.67 
GC 
54 
BC PC BP 
Top: olive grey, sandy clay w/pebbles, semi overcon-
solidated. 
Bottom: dark grey, silty clay w/pebbles, semi over-
consolidated. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
STATION NP87-26 
DATE 870816 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 't;r) 
LONGITUDE ( E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
03 02 
74 55.436 
27 35.171 
341 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: Empty cores 
ve GC 
3* 
-
BC PC BP 
l 
STATION NP87-27 
DATE 870816 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
04 14 
74 55.001 
27 35.253 
380 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: Empty core 
ve GC 
l 
-
STATION NP87-28 
DATE 870816 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
05 03 
74 55.092 
27 35.181 
357 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: Empty cores 
ve GC 
l 
-
55 
BC PC BP 
BC PC BP 
l 
-
STATION NP87-29 
DATE 870816 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
12 08 
74 55.342 
27 35.269 
341 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve 
COMMENTS: Su O.lSm: 1.2 kPa 
GC 
56 
BC PC BP 
l l 
0.22 
Top: olive grey silty clay, abundant organic material. 
Bottom: blue grey silty clay, abundant shale fragments. 
STATION NP87-30 
DATE 870816 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
13 11 
74 54.871 
27 35.101 
367 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve 
COMMENTS: Su 0.12m: l.S kPa, 
GC 
0-2cm: lightbrown silty sand surface. 
BC PC 
l 
0.35 
2-8cm: olive g~y clayey silt - bioturbation. 
8-35cm: olive grey silty clay. 
BP 
l 
STATION NP87-31 
DATE 870816 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
22 00 
75 54.480 
30 51.370 
329 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
Dark grey clayey silt. 
GC 
l 
1.40 
0.56 
STATION NP87-32 
DATE 870816 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
22 39 
75 58.175 
30 58.683 
355 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve GC 
l 
2.80 
1.65 
57 
BC PC BP 
BC PC BP 
COMMENTS: Su O.lm: 0.4 kPa, l.Om: 0.5 kPa, 1.65m: 1.0 kPa 
Top: olive grey, silty clay. 
Bottom: dark grey clayey silt. 
STATION NP87-33 
DATE 870816 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
23 07 
75 57.532 
31 05.205 
323 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
2.80 
1.63 
58 
BC PC BP 
dark grey silty clay, abundant pebbles - glacimarine 
clay. 
STATION NP87-34 
DATE 870816 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
23 37 
76 00.203 
31 09.518 
328 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
2.80 
1.50 
dark grey silty clay w/gravel, pyrite. 
BC PC BP 
STATION NP87-35 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
00 05 
76 02.242 
31 14.248 
338 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
2.80 
1.65 
BC PC 
115-145cm: firm dark grey clayey silt w/gravel 
STATION NP87-36 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
00 30 
76 03.482 
31 17.312 
333 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
2.80 
1.80 
BC PC 
59 
BP 
BP 
140-170cm: soft dark grey, clayey silt w/pebbles and 
organic material. 
STATION NP87-37 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
00 56 
76 04.256 
31 19.331 
331 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
2.80 
2.00 
0-55cm: olive green marine clay. 
55-lOOcm: dark grey clay w/pebbles. 
BC PC 
100-200cm: soft dark grey clayey silt w/gravel. 
60 
BP 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
STATION NP87-38 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
01 21 
76 05.137 
31 21.462 
328 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l 
2.80 
? 
BC PC BP 
STATION NP87-39 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 ~) 
LONGITUDE ( E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
01 54 
76 07.394 
31 27.849 
322 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
0-17cm: olive grey clay 
GC 
l* 
2.80 
1.65 
61 
BC PC BP 
17-65cm: dark grey sandy silty clay - glasimarine. 
65-155cm: soft blue grey silty clay w/gravel and 
pebbles - glasimarine. 
STATION NP87-40 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
02 20 
76 08.536 
31 26.050 
313 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
0-15cm: olive grey clay. 
GC 
l* 
2.80 
1.85 
BC 
15-145cm: grey sandy silty clay w/gravel. 
145-185cm: soft grey silty clay w/gravel. 
PC BP 
STATION NP87-41 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
02 43 
76 09.561 
31 34.072 
312 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
2.80 
2.13 
62 
BC PC BP 
• • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
STATION NP87-42 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
03 06 
76 10.453 
31 36.901 
313 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
2.80 
1.81 
BC PC BP 
STATION NP87-43 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
03 31 
76 12.246 
31 42.114 
320 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
2.80 
1.95 
STATION NP87-44 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
03 55 
76 13.207 
31 45.094 
317 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
2.80 
1.49 
63 
BC PC BP 
BC PC BP 
STATION NP87-45 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
04 20 
76 14.500 
31 48.205 
331 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
2.80 
0.20 
BC PC 
Top: olive grey gravelly clay - bioturbation. 
Bottom: dark grey overconsolidated diamicton. 
STATION NP87-46 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
04 49 
76 15.191 
31 49.937 
308 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
2.80 
1.49 
BC PC 
64 
BP 
BP 
STATION NP87-47 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
05 12 
76 15.826 
31 51.791 
305 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve GC 
l* 
2.50 
1.57 
65 
BC PC BP 
COMMENTS: Glacimarine clay, abundant grave! and pebbles. 
STATION NP87-48 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
05 34 
76 16.451 
31 53.536 
298 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve GC 
l* 
2.80 
1.70 
BC 
COMMENTS: blue grey pelitt w/gravel and pebbles 
PC BP 
STATION NP87-49 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
06 00 
76 17.175 
31055.105 
291 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve 
-
GC 
2 
2.80 
1.25 
COMMENTS: overconsolidated diamicton. 
66 
BC PC BP 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
STATION NP87-50 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
06 43 
76 19.916 
32 02.211 
283 
ve 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 2* 
PENETRATION (m) 2.78 3.00 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 0.30 1.23 
'" 
GC 
3 
1&2 __ 3 
2.80 2.50 
0.30 0.55 
BC 
COMMENTS: Bioturbated glacimarine sediments. 
PC BP 
0-40cm: soft silty clay, abundant grave! and pebbles. 
40-55cm: stiff olive grey silty clay, with less grave! 
and pebbles. 
STATION NP87-51 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
07 25 
76 20.667 
32 04.018 
287 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve GC 
l* 
1.00 
0.80 
67 
BC PC BP 
COMMENTS: Soft, olive grey, gravelly sandy pelitt w/pebbies 
STATION NP87-52 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
07 52 
76 22.035 
32 07.313 
286 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
l* 
2.10 
1.25 
GC 
l 
0.14 
Top: soft gravelly and pebbly clay. 
BC PC 
Bottom: overconsolidated blue grey diamicton. 
BP 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
STATION NP87-53 
DATE 870817 
08 17 
76 23.094 
32 09.393 
282 
ve GC 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 2* 
PENETRATION (m) 2.35 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 1.49 1.30 
COMMENTS: 
Top: olive grey silty clay. 
BC PC 
l 
-
Bottom: dark grey pelitt w/gravel and pebbles. 
68 
BP 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
STATION NP87-54 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
14 49 
76 20.542 
31 23.286 
318 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve GC 
l 
2.80 
1.70 
BC PC BP 
l l 
0.35 
COMMENTS: Su O.Om: 0.8 kPa, 0.8m: 0.3 kPa, 1.6m: 1.0 kPa. 
Top: olive grey silty clay, abundant macrobenthos. 
Bottom: blue grey silty clay w/pebbles. 
STATION NP87-55 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH {m) 
STATION WORK: 
16 42 
76 24.035 
30 59.535 
305 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l 
2.60 
1.32 
Top: soft olive grey silty clay. 
BC PC 
l 
0.39 
Bottom: blue grey glacimarine clay (rel. soft). 
STATION NP87-56 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE {0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
17 55 
76 23.249 
30 33.453 
297 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve 
l 
2.40 
0.35 
GC BC 
COMMENTS: olive grey silty clay (rel. soft). 
PC 
69 
BP 
BP 
STATION NP87-57 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
19 24 
76 28.398 
30 42.027 
288 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
l 
0.82 
0.23 
GC 
Top: soft olive grey silty clay. 
Bottom: firm diamicton. 
STATION NP87-58 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
21 29 
76 37.081 
30 31.780 
276 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
l 
2.80 
1.50 
Top: olive grey clay. 
GC 
BC PC 
BC PC 
Bottom: overconsolidated dark grey clayey sand 
w/pebbbles. 
70 
BP 
BP 
STATION NP87-59 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 'tJl) 
LONGITUDE ( E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
22 20 
76 39.016 
30 22.035 
281 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve 
l 
2.43 
0.75 
GC BC 
COMMENTS: Su O.lm: 0.6 kPa, 0.75m: 1.3 kPa. 
Top: olive green silty clay. 
PC 
Bottom: blue grey clayey silt, scattered clasts. 
STATION NP87-60 
DATE 870817 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
23 43 
76 43.196 
30 00.173 
261 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve 
l 
1.80 
1.12 
GC BC 
COMMENTS: Su O.Om: 0.6 kPa, 0.45m: 6.2 kPa, 
1.12m: >10.0 kPa. 
PC 
71 
BP 
BP 
O.Om: olive green clayey silt w/organic material. 
0.45m: blue grey clayey silt w/sand and gravel (dry). 
1.12m: blue grey clayey silt w/sand and gravel (dry). 
STATION NP87-61 
DATE 870818 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
03 03 
76 45.174 
28 33.149 
156 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve 
l 
1.90 
1.60 
GC BC PC 
COMMENTS: Su l.Om: 1.8/2.2/4.0 kPa, 1.6m: 10.0 kPa. 
O.Om: olive grey, clayey gravelly sand w/organic 
material. 
l.Om: blue grey, clayey gravelly sand. 
1.6m: blue grey, gravelly sandy silty clay 
(till-material). 
STATION NP87-62 
DATE 870818 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
05 45 
75 35.042 
28 06.112 
162 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
l 
1.80 
1.19 
GC 
Top: very soft olive grey sandy clay. 
BC 
Bottom: very soft dark grey sandy clay. 
PC 
72 
BP 
BP 
STATION NP87-63 
DATE 870818 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
05 58 
76 35.223 
28 07.263 
167 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l 
3.00 
2.00 
BC 
Top: soft olive grey, sandy silty clay. 
Bottom: soft dark blue grey silty clay. 
STATION NP87-64 
DATE 870818 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 ~) 
LONGITUDE ( E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
08 40 
76 19.498 
29 07.158 
220 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve 
l 
0.80 
-
COMMENTS: soft olive grey clay. 
GC BC 
73 
PC BP 
PC BP 
STATION NP87-65 
DATE 870818 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
10 19 
76 17.525 
29 40.848 
286 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve 
l 
1.80 
0.80 
GC 
COMMENTS: Su O.Om: 1.0 kPa, 0.8m: 2.0 kPa. 
Top: olive grey clayey silt, pyrite. 
BC PC 
Bottom: blue grey clayey silt, abundant pebbles. 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
STATION NP87-66 
DATE 870818 
14 32 
76 13.316 
32 01.740 
301 
ve GC 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 2* 
PENETRATION (m) 2.40 2.80 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 1.00 1.60 
COMMENTS: Su O.Om: 1.0 kPa. 
O.Om: olive green, silty clay. 
l.Om: blue grey, silty clay w/clasts. 
BC PC 
1.6m: blue grey, clayey silt, abundant clasts. 
74 
BP 
BP 
STATION NP87-67 
DATE 870818 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
15 46 
76 09.808 
32 21.545 
318 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
0-0.3m: olive grey clay. 
GC 
l* 
2.80 
1.40 
75 
BC PC BP 
0.3-1.4m: blue grey clay w/sand,gravel and scattered 
pebbles. Rel. soft Su: 1.0 kPa 
STATION NP87-68 
DATE 870818 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
16 28 
76 08.773 
32 28.284 
322 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
Top: soft olive grey clay. 
Bottom: soft dark grey clay. 
GC 
l* 
3.00 
2.11 
BC PC BP 
STATION NP87-69 
DATE 870818 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
16 28 
76 07.960 
32 29.859 
319 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve GC 
l* 
2.90 
1.49 
BC 
COMMENTS: Su O.Om: <1.0 kPa, l.Om: 1.0 kPa. 
Top: very soft olive grey clay. 
76 
PC BP 
Bottom: rel. soft dark grey clay w/gravel and pebbles. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
STATION NP87-70 
DATE 870818 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
17 21 
76 07.395 
32 31.434 
319 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
l* 
2.85 
1.51 
GC 
0.0-l.lm: soft olive grey clay. 
1.1-1.5m: dark grey gravelly clay. 
BC PC BP 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
STATION NP87-71 
DATE 870818 
17 49 
76 06.980 
32 33.039 
331 
ve GC 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 2* 
PENETRATION (m) 3.05 3.07 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 2.04 2.12 
COMMENTS: 
Top: soft olive grey silty clay. 
77 
BC PC BP 
Bottom: dark blue grey clay w/gravel and pebbles. 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
STATION NP87-72 
DATE 870818 
18 08 
76 06.468 
32 35.901 
298 
ve GC 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 2 
PENETRATION (m) 2.94 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
-
COMMENTS: 
BC 
l 
? 
0.55 -
0.0-0.4m: glacimarine and Holocene clay. 
Bottom: overconsolidated diamicton. 
PC BP 
l 
STATION NP87-73 
DATE 870818 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
19 31 
76 06.212 
32 37.726 
309 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
2.85 
1.30 
BC PC 
Lower part: dark grey clay w/gravel and pebbles. 
STATION NP87-74 
DATE 870818 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
19 53 
76 05.814 
32 39.541 
321 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
1.85 
1.25 
BC PC 
l 
-
Lower part: dark grey clay w/gravel and pebbles. 
78 
BP 
BP 
l 
STATION NP87-75 
DATE 870818 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
20 24 
76 05.454 
32 41.093 
317 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
0.0-0.45m: olive grey clay. 
GC 
l* 
3.05 
1.92 
BC PC 
0.45-1.92m: dark grey clay, scattered gravel. 
STATION NP87-76 
DATE 870818 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
20 51 
76 04.838 
32 44.164 
321 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
3.05 
0.95 
BC PC 
79 
BP 
BP 
Lower part: soft dark grey clay, scattered gravel and 
pebbles. 
STATION NP87-77 
DATE 870818 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
21 24 
76 03.899 
32 49.753 
316 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
2.95 
1.51 
80 
BC PC BP 
Lower part: soft dark grey clay, scattered grave! and 
pebbles. 
STATION NP87-78 
DATE 870818 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
21 43 
76 03.353 
32 51.950 
316 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
0.0-0.2m: olive grey clay. 
-
-
GC 
2* 
2.80 
1.57 
BC PC 
0.2-1.57m: grey, silty clay, scattered clasts. 
BP 
STATION NP87-79 
DATE 870818 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
22 32 
76 01.754 
33 01.183 
318 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve GC 
3* 
2.8 
--
lo:85 1.36 1.75 
BC 
l 
0.35 
COMMENTS: Su O.Om: 1.2 kPa, l.Om: 0.4 kPa, 
O.Om: olive green clayey silt. 
l.Om: blue grey clayey silt. 
1.75m: blue grey silt w/clasts. 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
STATION NP87-80 
DATE 870819 
00 28 
76 00.894 
33 06.039 
316 
ve GC 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES l* 
PENETRATION (m) 2.80 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 1.66 
COMMENTS: 
BC 
PC 
PC 
0.0-0.25m: olive grey clay, sulphids. 
0.25-1.36m: very soft, grey glasimarine clay. 
1.36-1.66m: dark grey, gravelly silty clay. 
81 
BP 
l 
BP 
STATION NP87-81 
DATE 870819 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
01 01 
75 59.723 
33 11.728 
313 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
1.98 
1.34 
BC PC 
0.0-0.23m: olive grey clay, w/org. material. 
0.23-1.14m: soft, olive grey clay. 
1.14-1.34m: silty sand. 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
STATION NP87-82 
DATE 870819 
01 28 
75 58.252 
33 18.745 
292 
ve GC 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 2* 
PENETRATION (m) 1':40 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 1.00 
COMMENTS: 
0.0-0.05m: grey clay, marine. 
BC PC 
2 
-
82 
BP 
BP 
0.05-0.6m: grey gravelly clay, glacimarine. 
0.6-0.9m: soft, blue grey, gravelly silty clay. 
0.9-1.0m: soft, blue grey clay, glacimarine/marine. 
STATION NP87-83 
DATE 870819 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
02 46 
75 57.224 
33 24.438 
273 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
3 
----0~90 1~00 2~15 
0.45 0.60 0.70 
83 
BC PC BP 
l l 
0.35 
0.0-0.25m: soft, olive grey marine clay. 
0.25-0.4m: soft, grey silty clay, pyrite. 
0.4-0.7m: soft, blue grey, gravelly, pebbly marine 
clay. 
STATION NP87-84 
DATE 870819 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 rJl) 
LONGITUDE ( E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
05 00 
75 51.780 
33 51.040 
244 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
Top: olive grey, silty clay. 
GC 
l 
2.40 
1.00 
BC PC 
l 
0.45 
Bottom: dark blue grey, silty clay w/gravel. 
BP 
l 
STATION NP87-85 
DATE 870819 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
06 58 
75 45.528 
34 25.793 
198 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: Empty. 
ve GC 
2 
-
-
STATION NP87-86 
DATE 870819 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
08 20 
75 53.532 
34 19.988 
245 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: Empty. 
ve GC 
84 
BC PC BP 
l l 
-
-
BC PC BP 
l 
-
STATION NP87-87 
DATE 870819 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
08 38 
75 53.931 
34 18.746 
248 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: Empty 
ve GC 
STATION NP87-88 
DATE 870819 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
09 26 
75 55.698 
34 09.023 
269 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
1.67 
0.90 
0.0-0.5m: soft, grey silty clay. 
BC PC 
l 
-
BC PC 
0.5-0.9m: soft, dark grey, silty clay w/gravel. 
85 
BP 
l 
BP 
STATION NP87-89 
DATE 870819 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
09 54 
75 56.314 
34 06.138 
280 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
0.85 
0.70 
STATION NP87-90 
DATE 870819 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
10 47 
75 56.685 
34 04.183 
266 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l* 
1.70 
0.60 
0.0-0.lm: olive grey, silty clay. 
BC 
BC 
O.l-0.6m: blue grey, gravelly clayey silt. 
86 
PC BP 
PC BP 
STATION NP87-91 
DATE 870819 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
12 20 
75 56.380 
34 05.651 
273 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
l* 
2.90 
1.37 
GC BC 
0.0-l.Om: olive grey, silty clay, pyrite. 
1.0-1.37m: diamicton. 
STATION NP87-92 
DATE 870819 
13 09 TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
75 56.492 
34 04.666 
280 
STATION WORK: 
ve 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 2* 
--
PENETRATION (m) 1':82 1~40 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 0.92 0.76 
COMMENTS: 
GC BC 
PC 
PC 
: mostly soft consolidated coarse grained grey 
l;andstone. 
: top: soft olive grey, silty clay. 
2 
87 
BP 
BP 
bottom: dark grey, clayey gravelly sand, rel. firm 
diamicton. 
STATION NP87-93 
DATE 870819 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
19 00 
75 56.954 
34 02.518 
260 
ve 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 2 
PENETRATION (m) 1:82 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 0.92 
1.~0 
0.76 
GC BC PC 
COMMENTS: l) mainly grey, coarse grained, relative 
unconsolidated sandstone. 
2) Top: olive grey, soft silty clay 
88 
BP 
Lover part: dark grey, clayey gravelly sand (stiff). 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
STATION NP87-94 
DATE 870819 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
21 40 
75 57.015 
34 02.069 
265 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
Upper part: clay 
ve 
l 
2.95 
1.46 
GC BC PC 
Lower part: grey rel. unconsolidated sandstone 
BP 
STATION NP87-95 
DATE 870820 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
00 14 
76 10.135 
32 53.573 
306 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve GC 
l 
1.70 
0.90 
BC 
l 
0.45 
COMMENTS: Su O.Om: 0.8 kPa, 0.9m. 0.6 kPa. 
Top: olive grey, silty clay. 
Bottom: blue grey, silty clay, glacimarine. 
89 
PC BP 
l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
STATION NP87-96 
DATE 870820 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 ~) 
LONGITUDE ( E) 
WATERDEPTH {m) 
STATION WORK: 
03 19 
76 13.800 
31 32.741 
323 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve GC 
l 
2.90 
1.93 
BC PC BP 
l l 
0.40 
COMMENTS: Su O.Om: 1.2 kPa, l.Om: 0.2 kPa, 1.93m: 0.6 kPa. 
O.Om: grey, gravelly sandy silt. 
l.Om: blue grey sandy silt. 
1.9m: blue grey sandy silt. 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
STATION NP87-97 
DATE 870820 
os 10 
76 23.777 
31 43.063 
309 
ve GC 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES l 
PENETRATION (m) 3.08 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 1.68 
COMMENTS: Su, whole core <l kPa. 
0.0-l.Om: soft olive grey clay. 
90 
BC PC BP 
l l 
0.30 
1.0-1.67m: soft blue grey, sandy silty clay, scattered 
clasts. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
STATION NP87-98 
DATE 870820 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
06 50 
76 23.951 
32 11.660 
200 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
Top: soft olive grey clay. 
GC 
l 
2.95 
1.73 
BC 
l 
0.40 
Bottom: blue grey clay, w/ gravel and sand. 
PC BP 
l 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
STATION NP87-99 
DATE 870820 
08 26 
76 26.632 
32 21.886 
265 
ve GC 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 2 
PENETRATION (m) ? 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 0.20 
91 
BC PC BP 
l l 
2.95 
1.60 0.40 
COMMENTS: The whole sample was silty clay w/ scattered 
clasts~ 
STATION NP87-100 
DATE 870820 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
10 07 
76 29.859 
32 26.854 
271 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve GC 
l 
0.5 
0.28 
BC PC BP 
l l 
0.40 
COMMENTS: GC - blue grey, overconsolidated silty clay, 
scattered clasts. 
STATION NP87-101 
DATE 870820 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
11 24 
76 30.005 
32 29.078 
235 
NUM BER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l 
-
-
BC PC 
l 
0.32 
0.0-0.5m: partly outwashed surface, gravelly. 
0.5-0.32m: blue grey clayey silt, w/sandlenses. 
STATION NP87-102 
DATE 870820 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
15 48 
76 33.798 
32 06.729 
265 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve 
"• " 
GC 
l 
2.90 
1.78 
BC 
COMMENTS: Su l.Om: 0.2 kPa, 1.78m: 0.6 kPa. 
O.Om: olive grey clayey silt. 
PC 
l.Om: blue grey silty sand, scattered clasts. 
1.78m: blue grey silty sand, scattered clasts. 
92 
BP 
BP 
STATION NP87-103 
DATE 870820 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
16 23 
76 35.722 
31 55.625 
285 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve 
COMMENTS: Su <l kPa (whole sample) 
GC 
l 
3.09 
1.70 
Top: soft olive grey, silty clay. 
Bottom: soft blue grey, gravelly clay. 
93 
BC PC BP 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
STATION NP87-104 
DATE 870820 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
17 47 
76 33.699 
32 40.269 
235 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l 
0.5 
0.15 
Top: olive brown, gravelly sand. 
BC PC BP 
l 
Bottom: dark grey, overconsolidated clay w/gravel and 
pebbles. 
STATION NP87-105 
DATE 870820 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
23 05 
76 28.523 
33 15.510 
224 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve 
COMMENTS: Blue grey silty sand. 
GC 
l 
0.78 
0.15 
STATION NP87-106 
DATE 870820 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
23 21 
76 28.218 
33 17.336 
269 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve GC 
l 
2.80 
0.95 
BC 
BC 
COMMENTS: Su O.Om: 0.8 kPa, 0.95m: 1.6 kPa. 
Top: blue grey silty clay. 
Bottom: blue grey silty clay. 
94 
PC BP 
PC BP 
STATION NP87-107 
DATE 870821 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
00 48 
76 35.164 
32 44.045 
253 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l 
1.50 
0.50 
95 
BC PC BP 
l l 
0.35 
GC: soft, blue grey sandy silt, scattered clasts. 
STATION NP87-108 
DATE 870821 
TIME. (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
02 02 
76 36.213 
32 47.768 
235 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
l 
3.05 
1.27 
Top: olive grey, sandy silt. 
Bottom: grey sandstone. 
GC 
l 
2.05 
0.20 
BC PC BP 
l 
STATION NP87-109 
DATE 870827 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
02 57 
76 38.262 
32 52.571 
178 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
Top: grey clayey silt. 
GC 
l 
1.75 
0.70 
BC 
Bottom: blue grey clayey silt, stiffer. 
96 
PC BP 
l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
STATION NP87-110 
DATE 870821 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
04 04 
76 40.519 
32 58.823 
183 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve 
COMMENTS: stiff diamicton. 
GC 
l 
0.50 
-
BC PC BP 
STATION NP87-lll 
DATE 870811 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
05 00 
76 45.084 
33 09.149 
135 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
l 
2.80 
1.78 
GC 
l 
1.50 
0.80 
97 
BC PC BP 
l 
Top: stiff olive grey, silty clayey sand, scattered 
clasts. 
Bottom: blue grey, silty clayey sand. 
STATION NP87-112 
DATE 870821 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
05 40 
76 47.536 
33 17.048 
118 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve 
l 
2.80 
2.23 
COMMENTS: Su 2.23m: >10 kPa. 
GC 
l 
2.55 
1.66 
BC 
VC-Top: soft dark grey, sandy silt w/clasts. 
PC 
VC-Bottom: overconsolidated blue grey, sandy silt. 
BP 
l 
STATION NP87-113 
DATE 870821 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
06 30 
76 50.599 
33 26.337 
119 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve GC 
l 
1.00 
0.38 
98 
BC PC BP 
l 
COMMENTS: Rel. firm, dark grey silty clay, w/gravel and 
pebbles. Su: 3.0 kPa. 
STATION NP87-114 
DATE 870821 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
07 27 
76 56.179 
33 43.284 
138 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
l 
1.80 
1.28 
GC 
l 
0.50 
0.18 
BC PC 
VC-Top: soft, dark grey silty sand, abundant clasts 
(angular shale fragments). 
VC-Bottom: stiff, dark grey silty sand. 
BP 
l 
STATION NP87-ll5 
DATE 870821 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
08 42 
77 00.050 
33 54.575 
162 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve 
l 
1.65 
0.48 
GC 
99 
BC PC BP 
COMMENTS: Soft, blue grey silty clay. stiff diamicton on 
the outside. 
* • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
STATION NP87-116 
DATE 870821 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE { 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
19 57 
76 51.233 
30 31.270 
227 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve 
l 
2.95 
2.86 
GC BC 
Top: olive grey, gravelly and pebbly clay. 
PC BP 
l 
The rest: rel. firm, dark grey silty clay, w/gravel 
and pebbles. Su: 3.0 kPa. 
STATION NP87-117 
DATE 870822 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
04 20 
78 02.331 
32 28.769 
159 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve 
COMMENTS: Su O.Om: 2-3 kPa. 
GC 
l 
0.50 
0.39 
GC-Top: rel. firm, olive grey silty clay. 
GC-Bottom: blue grey silty clay. 
STATION NP87-118 
DATE 870822 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
06 06 
78 08.351 
31 48.159 
205 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l 
3.30 
2.05 
GC-O.Om: olive grey, silty sandy clay. 
l.Om: soft, olive grey, silty clay. 
BC 
l 
0.34 
BC 
l 
0.40 
2.0m: blue grey clay, w/gravel and pebbles. 
100 
PC BP 
l 
PC BP 
l 
STATION NP87-119 
DATE 870822 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
07 51 
78 15.079 
31 04.490 
248 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve GC 
l 
3.10 
2.30 
101 
BC PC BP 
l l 
0.48 
COMMENTS: GC-soft, olive grey clay, through the whole 
sequence. 
STATION NP87-120 
DATE 870822 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
09 26 
78 19.145 
30 37.097 
263 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: Empty core. 
ve 
l 
0.80 
-
GC BC PC BP 
STATION NP87-121 
DATE 870822 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
10 57 
78 20.639 
30 26.309 
286 
ve 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 2 
PENETRATION (m) 0.65 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 0.20 
1.05 
0.25 
COMMENTS: Olive grey silty clay. 
GC 
STATION NP87-122 
DATE 870822 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
13 44 
78 25.470 
29 53.119 
246 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve 
l 
1.70 
0.40 
COMMENTS: Su O.Om: 1.6 kPa. 
GC-Top: olive green, clayey silt. 
GC 
l 
2.60 
1.10 
Bottom: grey blue, glacimarine clay. 
102 
BC PC BP 
BC PC BP 
STATION NP87-123 
DATE 880824 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
22 56 
79 18.850 
11 38.376 
158 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve GC 
l 
2.90 
0.60 
BC 
COMMENTS: Soft, buff grey clay w/monosulphides. 
STATION NP87-124 
DATE 870824 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
23 14 
79 18.476 
11 38.245 
144 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve GC 
l 
2.90 
2.00 
BC 
PC 
PC 
COMMENTS: Grey/buff clay, w/monosulphid patches. 
103 
BP 
BP 
STATION NP87-125 
DATE 870824 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
23 34 
79 18.419 
11 37.808 
143 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve GC 
l 
? 
1.16 
COMMENTS: Grey sloppy clay, w/sand layers. 
STATION NP87-126 
DATE 870825 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
00 45 
79 17.831 
11 38.350 
207 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve GC 
l 
6.00 
5.80 
COMMENTS: Grey at base, sandy clay. 
104 
BC PC BP 
BC PC BP 
STATION NP87-127 
DATE 870825 
TIME {GMT) 
LATITUDE {0 N) 
LONGITUDE {0 E) 
WATERDEPTH {m) 
STATION WORK: 
01 04 
79 16.317 
11 40.379 
233 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION {m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH {m) 
ve GC 
l 
6.00 
4.50 
COMMENTS: Monosulphide layers in clay. 
STATION NP87-128 
DATE 870825 
TIME {GMT) 
LATITUDE {0 N) 
LONGITUDE {0 E) 
WATERDEPTH {m) 
STATION WORK: 
01 25 
79 15.529 
11 41.382 
262 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION {m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT {m) 
COMMENTS: -
ve GC 
l 
6.00 
4.90 
105 
BC PC BP 
BC PC BP 
STATION NP87-129 
DATE 870825 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
01 48 
79 14.049 
11 42.921 
272 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l 
6.00 
5.63 
STATION NP87--130 
DATE 870825 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
02 28 
79 09.364 
11 45.552 
358 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve 
COMMENTS: Very compact base. 
GC 
l 
6.00 
4.00 
106 
BC PC BP 
BC PC BP 
STATION NP87-131 
DATE 870825 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
03 37 
79 04.409 
11 29.672 
312 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve GC 
l 
4.35 
3.05 
BC PC 
l 
0.50 
COMMENTS: BC-shells and numerous burrows present. 
STATION NP87-132 
DATE 870825 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
04 53 
79 04.757 
11 31.509 
261 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve GC 
2 
4':53 
-
BC PC 
s.i8 
3.88 
107 
BP 
l 
BP 
COMMENTS: Very stiff olive grey, silty mud clogging core 
catcher. 
STATION NP87-133 
DATE 870825 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
06 55 
79 11.889 
12 08.510 
90 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve GC 
l 
-
-
COMMENTS: Only one pebble in core catcher. 
108 
BC PC BP 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
STATION NP87-134 
DATE 870825 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
07 03 
79 12.184 
12 05.930 
75 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC BC PC BP 
l 
STATION NP87-135 
DATE 870825 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
10 10 
79 07.087 
11 37.454 
329 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
ve 
COMMENTS: Very stiff at base. 
GC 
l 
6.00 
3.02 
STATION NP87-136 
DATE 870825 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
11 52 
79 01.060 
11 06.735 
279 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: -
ve GC 
2 
4':90 
3.32 
s.6o 
4.75 
109 
BC PC BP 
l 
0.50 
BC PC BP 
STATION NP87-137 
DATE 870825 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
22 17 
78 02.278 
12 52.885 
271 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
Top: brown clay. 
3.3m: shell. 
ve 
Bottom: clay w/sulphides. 
GC 
l 
5.50 
4.27 
110 
BC PC BP 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
STATION NP87-138 
DATE 870825 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
22 52 
78 05.726 
13 04.704 
271 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
ve GC 
l 
5.50 
4.30 
COMMENTS: Dark grey clay w/sulphides. 
BC PC BP 
STATION NP87-139 
DATE 870825 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
23 16 
78 06.320 
13 13.378 
247 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
l 
5.50 
4.77 
BC 
Bottom: rel. stiff brown grey, clayey silt. 
STATION NP87-140 
DATE 870825 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
23 40 
78 08.750 
13 09.641 
272 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: 
ve GC 
2 
5:5o 5.50 
4.05 
Bottom: grey silty clay w/pebbles. 
BC 
111 
PC BP 
PC BP 
STATION NP87-141 
DATE 870826 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
00 46 
78 10.663 
13 42.847 
337 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: -
ve GC 
l 
5.50 
3.14 
112 
BC PC BP 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
STATION NP87-142 
DATE 870826 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
01 48 
78 10.807 
14 21.673 
212 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: -
ve GC 
l 
5.50 
2.00 
BC PC BP 
STATION NP87-143 
DATE 870826 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
02 44 
78 15.234 
15 04.842 
235 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGTH (m) 
COMMENTS: -
ve GC 
l 
5.50 
4.00 
STATION NP87-144 
DATE 870826 
TIME (GMT) 
LATITUDE ( 0 N) 
LONGITUDE ( 0 E) 
WATERDEPTH (m) 
STATION WORK: 
03 07 
78 16.603 
15 15.633 
228 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
PENETRATION (m) 
SAMPLE LENGHT (m) 
COMMENTS: -
ve GC 
l 
5.50 
3.77 
113 
BC PC BP 
BC PC BP 

